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1Introduction
Foreign borrowing was a key element in Philippine development
strategy under the Marcos government. The primary rationale advanced
by the government and the external creditors was "development":
borrowed money would speed up the growth of the Philippine economy,
improving the well-being of presentand future generations of Filipinos.
If this was the goal, the strategy must be judged a historic failure.
The most evident legacy of the debt-for-development strategy is the
$28 billion external debt bequeathed by the Marcos regime to the new
government of Mrs. Corazon Aquino in 1986. Payments on this debt
today absorb some US$3.5 billion per year, or about 10 percent of the
country's gross national product. The legacy of the debt runs deeper,
however, for the borrowed funds were put into uses which have had
profound consequences for the Philippine economy.
Debt service does not pose a serious burden as long as enough new
money can be borrowed to pay for it. The Philippines' mounting debt
service obligations were met in precisely this fashion until 1983. It is in
the nature of debt, however, that new money sufficient to service past
loans cannot be borrowed forever. The reason, of course, is that loans
must be repaid with interest. Ever larger sums must be borrowed to
repay prior debts, until the creditors are eventually unable or unwilling
to lend enough new money to meet debt service requirements. At that
point, the net transfer - new money minus interest and principal repay-
ment on past loans - turns negative.
2 The Political Economy of External Indebtedness
This inexorable course of events is depicted in Figure 1. Starting
with no debt and zero net transfer, the borrowing country initially re-
ceives a positive net transfer: the credit inflow comes first, the debt
service _utflow follows. As debt service rises over time, more and more
new money is needed to maintain the positive net transfer. Sooner or
later, assuming that the loans are repaid with interest, the country reaches
the critical breaking point wherein debt service payments surpass the
inflow of new money. This stage the beginning of negative net trans-
fers. 1
Figure 1
THE NET TRANSFER CYCLE
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The total amount of the negative net transfer is represented by the
area above the curve and below the horizontal axis. it is, of course, much
larger than the earlier positive net transfer (the area below the curve and
above the axis). The difference between the two is total interest pay-
ments.
The net transfer cycle depicted in Figure 1 is not merely a theoreti-
cal possibility: it is a logical necessity. Creditors cannot increase lending
1_ The precise shape of the net transfer curve depends, of course, on loan timing
and interest rates. For a depiction of the net transfer cycle assuming 'World Bank-type
terms' of seven percent interest, 25-year maturity, and a five-year grace period, see Frank
(1972, p. 31)_
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indefinitely. The only question is timing, which depends on the interest
rate and on the willingness of creditors to supply new money. The
question is not if the breaking point will come at all, but when. For the
Philippines, it came in 1983.
Consider the circumstances under which a country, once it reaches
the stage of negative net transfers, could be deemed "better off' than it
would have been had it never borrowed at all.
If the borrowed money was invested productively and generated a
rate of return greater than the interest rate, then the country would be
better off in the aggregate sense that national income, net of external
transfers, would be higher than it would have been without the loans.
This rate of return must, of course, be calculated in hard currency. If
inadeqtiate foreign exchange earnings force a devaluation of the local
currency, the required rate of return is pushed correspondingly higher.
What if part of the borrowed money is not invested, but rather is
spent on consumption items such as imports of food or arms? What if
part leaks out of the country as capital flight? What if part of that capital
invested domestically fails to yield the necessary rate of return? In all
these cases, the necessary condition for the country to be judged "better
off" becomes still more stringent: the rate of return on the remaining
capital must be high enough to cover not only its own repayment with
interest (in foreign exchange), but also interest and principal repayment
for tha t portion of borrowed money which was consumed, lost in capital
flight, or invested at inadequate rates of return.
In theory, these stringent conditions could be met. If, for example,
money was borrowed at eight percent interest, and five percent of this
borrowed money was channelled into consumption, five percent into
capital flight, and five percent into domestic investment yielding an
average rate of return of only four percent, the country could still emerge
better off -- if the remaining 85 percent of foreign borrowings yielded a
rate of return of at least 21 percent, calculated in hard currency, in
theory, then, a debt-for-development strategy could succeed in raising
aggregate income net of external transfers during the stage of negative
net transfers.
In practice, however, these conditions are seldom fulfilled. The
share of loans invested productively and the rate of return on that invest-
ment are typically insufficient to provide a net income gain once the
inevitable negative net transfer occurs. Instead, net income during the
era of negative net transfers is lower than it would have been if no money had
ever been borrowed. 2
External borrowing for unproductive (or insufficiently productive)
purposes becomes addictive. At first, small doses of foreign funds may
2. Forexpositionsof the nettransfercycle,seealso Griffin(1978,Oh.3) andPayer
(1990,Ch. 25).
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offer temporary relief from various economic woes. But in the end, the
woes remain unsolved, sending the borrower back for more of the finan-
cial narcotic in ever larger doses. Over time, dependence upon the lender
grows.
The term 'cold turkey' refers to the intensely painful withdrawal
symptoms suffered by a narcotics addict when deprived of the drug. It
is also used by economists to describe sharply recessionary anti-inflation
strategies) This economic analogy is even more apposite in the case of
a heavily indebted country facing the inevitability of a negative net
transfer, and.desperate for new money to ease the pain of debt service.
Why, then, do countries embark upon the perilous road of large-
scale external debt? There are two reasons: myopia, and social hetero-
geneity.
Individuals tend to be myopic, or short-sighted: they value the
present more than the future. Standing at time zero in Figure 1, they see
the alluring mountain of the positive net transfer but lose sight of the
deep valley of the negative net transfer which lies beyond it.
One may hope that governments will resist this short-sightedriess
and pursue a longer-term vision of the public interest. Alas, this often
proves not to be the case as governments succumb to a myopia of their
own.
Social heterogeneity helps to explain governmental myopia. A coun-
try comprises many individuals, groups, and classes, who have diverse
and often contradictory interests. In general, the costs of the negative net
transfer are not distributed across this population in proportion to the
benefits of the positive net transfer. The distribution of benefits and
costs is shaped, among other things, by the exercise of political power as
individuals, groups, and classes seek to appropriate the benefits for
themselves and to impose the costs on others. While debt is a doubtful
route to long-term gains in aggregate income, it can lead to handsome
income gains for particular individuals or groups.
This monograph traces the political economy of external indebted-
ness in the Philippines for the period 1962-1986. Chapter 2 reviews the
balance-of-payments context within which the external debt was accu-
mulated. Chapter 3 documents the growth of the debt and its changing
composition by type of borrower, type of lender, and maturity length.
Chapter 4 investigates the mechanisms and magnitude of capital flight
from the Philippines. Chapter 5 analyzes the impact of external borrow-
ing upon the current account deficit, investment and growth, capital
flight, and the role of the Philippine state. Chapter 6 concludes this
monograph with some implications of the analysis for future debt man-
agement strategy.
3. See, for example, Dornbush and Fischer (1990, p. 536),
2The Balance of Payments
1962-1986
The build-up of the Philippine external debt began well before the
oil price increases of the 1970s. It can be traced to the foreign exchange
decontrol and trade liberalization announced by President Macapagal in
1962. In subsequent years, lending by international financial institutions,
Western governments, and private commercial banks grew steadily. New
loans ensured the means to service prior loans.
A balance of payments crisis in 1970 foreshadowed the inevitable
turning point at which debt service payments surpass the inflow of new
money and the net transfer turns negative. This turning point was
temporarily deferred, however, by means of fresh lending, which was
unlocked by an IMF adjustment program. External borrowing acceler-
ated greatly in the 1970s, as the country pursued a development strategy
of "debt-led growth." For a time, the country - or more accurately, some
of its citizens - was able to live "beyond its means," thanks to a positive
net transfer of external resources.
The day of reckoning arrived in October 1983. Private international
lending, already in short supply following the Mexican near-default of
August 1982, virtuallydried up after the August 1983 assassination of
Benigno Aquino precipitated the worst balance of payments crisis in the
Philippines' postwar history. The net transfer turned negative.
This history is reflected in the Philippine balance of payments from
the years 1962 to 1986 as summarized in Table 1. Before reviewing the
chronology, it may be useful to discuss briefly the categories in which
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international financial transactions are grouped for the purposes of the
table.
Reading the Balance of Payments
The current account, consisting of payments for goods and services
and unrequited transfers, is subdivided into three components:
1. Exports and imports._ These refer to merchandise trade. When
their sum was negative, as in every year shown except for
1963 and 1973, the Philippines experienced a trade deficit.
Export and import value estimates are based upon Philippine
government data, which do not necessarily agree with data of
trading partners (a problem discussed in Chapter 4).
2. investment income. This refers to interest on international loans
and profits on foreign direct investment. The loans and in-
vestments are themselves recorded in the capital account, but
their returns are classified as payments for the "services" this
capital renders and hence recorded in the current account --
an accounting practice which effectively prohibits countries
from placing controls upon interest payments and profit
repatriation under the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Articles of Agreement? Investment income is reported here
in net form, subtracting outflows from the smaller inflows
generated by Philippine investment abroad. In the Philip-
pines, as in many third world countries, net investment in-
come is consistently negative; hence, as Payer (1974, p. 8)
remarks, this item could more accurately be termed "invest-
ment payments. "2
3. Other current account transactions. This is a residual category
which includes freight and insurance services, travel, earnings
of non-resident Filipino workers overseas, and unrequited
transfers (including remittances from Filipinos who are classi-
fied as residents of other countries).
The capital account consists of loans and investments which will
give rise to future "service" payments. These are reported net of amor-
1. The IMFArticlesof Agreementprohibitrestrictionson paymentson thecurrent
account,but allow controlson the capitalaccount.Evans(1968, p. 34, cited by Payer,
1974,p. 8) remarksthatthis"mayindicatewhythedraftersofthe FundAgreementspecifically
includedinterestand net incomeas paymentsfor current transactions."
2. Followingthe Philippinesgovernment'sdeclarationof a debtrepaymentmorato-
rium, interestpaymentsfell into arrearsin 1983and 1984.Thesepaymentswere never-
thelessrecordedin the balanceof paymentsas if theyhadbeenmade,withcorrespond-
ing short-termcapital inflows(a formof 'exceptionalfinancing');the reverseoccurredin
1985,whennegativepaymentsarrearsrepresentoutflowsnet reportedon the investment
incomeline.
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tization payments and recorded capital outflows. The capital account is
subdivided into the following categories:
1. Direct investment. This refers to the acquisition by foreigners
of productive land or physical capital, or of securities issued
by Philippine firms (distinguished in recent volumes of the
Balance of Payments Yearbooks as "portfolio investment"). In
theory, this includes reinvested profits, which are entered as
a debit on the investment income line of the current account
and again as a credit,on this line. In the Philippines, net flows
of direct investment have been small relative to loans.
2. Long-term loans. These are loans with maturities of more than
one year. These are subdivided into official and private loans
depending on whether the borrower is the government or a
private firm.
3. Short-term loans. These are loans with maturities of less than
one year. Official short-term loans include net drawings by
the Central Bank (CB). Deposit money banks refer to foreign
exchange assets and liabilities of commercial banks. Private
short-term loans include trade credits and other non-bank
assets and liabilities.
The reserves and related items line refers to changes in the country's
official foreign exchange reserves, including "counterpart items" such as
monetization of gold and valuation changes in reserves. These represent
"accommodating" foreign exchange movements undertaken by Philip-
pine monetary authorities so as to effect a balance between the current
and capital accounts. In the absence of statistical discrepancies, the sum
of the current account, the capital account, and changes in reserves and
related items would be zero. Net reductions in reserves are recorded
with a positive sign (in effect, foreign exchange is being provided to the
economy by the change in reserves); net additions to reserves are re-
corded with a negative sign.
Net errors and omissions arise from data imperfections, when the
above categories do not, in fact, sum to zero. Unrecorded capital flows
are believed to be major sources of these discrepancies, and hence errors
and omissions are often incorporated in measures of capital flight.
In 1970 and 1983, the Philippines experienced balance-of-payments
crises. Shortages of foreign exchange forced the government to turn to
the IMF and undertake longer-term "adjustments" ostensibly designed
to remedy the problems which led to the crises. These crises serve as
convenient points for demarcating the 1962-86 period into three seg-
ments, which are discussed below.
The Aftermath of Decontrol, 1962-1970
The year 1962 saw the abrupt abandonment of foreign exchange
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controls by the newly elected government of President Diosdado Maca-
pagal. These controls, which had been imposed in the wake of a balance-
of-payments crisis in 1949, restricted the access of private firms to foreign
credits, and required that any foreign payments be approved by the CB.
Their effect, in particular, was to curtail imports of consumption goods,
thus setting the stage for import substitution. As Power and Sicat (1971,
pp. 33-4) remarked: "What began as an emergency tactic in balance of
payments policy became the principal policy instrument for promoting
industrialization over the decade of the 1950s."
The abandonment of controls is sometimes attributed to the influ-
ence of the United States (US) and the IMP, but domestic politics appear
to have played the decisive role. A foreign exchange crisis in 1958 had
been resolved, in defiance of US and IMF pressures for decontrol and
devaluation, through the imposition of a foreign exchange tax and with
the help of short-term commercial borrowing rather than IMF drawings.
Corruption and political favoritism in the rationing of foreign exchange
and import licenses, however, fueled growing anti-control pressure,
resulting in the passage in 1959 of legislation requiring a gradual decon-
trol. In the event, decontrol came quite precipitously upon Macapagal's
assumption of the Presidency. 4 Alburo and Canlas (1986, p. 9) conclude
that "it is doubtful that the IMF had earlier been consulted or partici-
pated in [the decontrol] policy analysis and decision." Decontrol and the
de facto devaluation of almost 100 percent (from 2.0 to 3.9 pesos per US
dollar) which accompanied the freeing of the foreign exchange market
did, however, quickly win backing from the US government and the IMF
in the form of a US $300 million stabilization loan package commitment. 5
Despite the devaluation and imposition of higher tariffs which
accompanied decontrol, imports climbed rapidly in the following years.
By 1969 the dollar value of imports had risen to nearly twice the 1962
level, while the value of exports had grown by little more than 50 per-
cent. The resulting trade deficits were financed in large part by foreign
borrowings, the magnitude of which will be more fully revealed in the
next chapter. 6
3. For example,Belle et al. (1982, p. 131) state: "Pressuredby US investors
seekingfreerrepatriationof theirprofitsandUSexportersfrustratedby protectionistobstacles,
the USgovernmentforcedPresidentDiosdadoMacapagalto abolishimportandexchange
controls."Montes(1987,p. 3) refers to the dismantlingof controlsas part of an "IMF
adjustmentprogram"imposedin connectionwith the "1962crisis".
4. For an accountof theseevents,see Payer(1974,pp. 59-66).
5. The stabilizationpackageincludeda US$40millionstand-byagreementwith the
IMF,creditsfromthe USAIDandthe US ExporblmportBank,a loan (againstgold) from
the USFederalReserve,andstand-byfinancingandrefinancingfromprivatebanks(Alburo
and Canlas1986,p. 6; Broad1983,p. 85; Broad1988,p. 33).
6. The growthof the Philippineexternaldebt is not fully capturedby the data in
Table 1, primarilybecausethe balanceof paymentsdata are net of recordedcapital
outflows.In addition,differencesbetweendebt andbalance-of-paymentsreportingproce-
dures, involvingthe adjustmentfor late reportingfor borrowers,valuationadjustmentsfor
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The growing trade deficit and repayment obligations for the loans
which financed it set the stage for the balance-of-payments crisis which
culminated in further devaluation of the peso in February 1970. Massive
spending in Marcos' 1969 re-election campaign, financed by further
external borrowing and an increase in the domestic money supply,
provided "simply the spark that ignited the crisis. "7 The International
Labor Organization (ILO) mission (1974, p. 280) remarked that a sharp
rise in debt service payments (amortization and interest) "was a major
factor in the balance-of-payments crisis of 1970." The event was described
by at least one observer (Wellons 1977, p. 161) as a "debt crisis" well
before that phrase acquired its current popularity. The 1970 crisis thus
underscored the likelihood of an eventual balance-of-payments crisis
whenever external borrowing is used for purposes which do not gener-
ate sufficient foreign exchange for their ultimate repayment with interest.
It was a lesson soon forgotten.
Debt-driven Growth, 1970-1983
The balance-of-payments crisis of 1970 and the associated adjust-
ment measures began what several analysts characterize as "the period
of debt-driven growth. "_ The Philippine government turned to the IMF
since, as Payer (1974, p. 71) observed: it "had virtually no alternative to
the acceptance of the IMF programme other than repudiation of its debts,
and it did not have the social backing or political courage to face the
consequences of a cut-off of aid and trading credits which that course
would involve." A US$27.5 million IMF stand-by credit was arranged in
February.
Three important developments occurred in connection with the 1970
Crisis: (1) the floating of the peso and devaluation, the centerpieces of a
stabilization package "dictated by the IMF; "9 (2) the adoption of policies
to promote "non-traditional" exports; and (3) the formation of a consor-
tium of aid donors chaired by the World Bank (WB).
The day after the stand-by agreement took effect, the Philippine
government announced that henceforth the value of the peso would be
allowed to float. 1° The devaluation was swift and sharp. The peso rate
exchangeratemovements,andthe classificationof short-termcapitalmovements,giverise
to discrepancies(WorldBank 1984,.p.44).
7. Powerand Sicat (1971, p. 50). See also Payer.(1974,pp. 70-1);Belle et aL
(1982,p. 136);andMontes(1987,p. 3).
8. Montes(1987,p.6). Ranis(1984,p. 6) hasalso referredto the Philippines'"debt-
drivengrowthof the 70s."
9. Broad(1988,p.34),quotingBenitoLegarda,Jr.,whowasAssistantDirectorof the
CB's Departmentof EconomicResearchat the time.
10. AlburoandCanlas(1986,p. 9).ACB circularstated:"The freemarketrateshall
not be administrativelyfixed but shall be determinedthroughtransactionsin the foreign
exchangemarketon a day-to-daybasis.The authoritiesshall not intervenein the market
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to the dollar fell from 3.9 before the float to 6.4 by the end of the year.
The extent of the devaluation surprised even the IMF, which had pre-
dicted that a rate of 5-0 to 5.2 pesos to the dollar would emerge (Broad
1988, p. 35).
The inflationary consequences of the devaluation were severe: the
consumer price index for low-income families in Manila jumped from
116_4 in 1970 (with 1966 = 100) to 155.5 in 1971 and to 296.6 in 1974
(National Economic Development Authority 1976, Table 14.4, p. 470).
"Floating rate" entered the Filipino vocabulary as a synonym for infla-
tion _Payer 1974, p. 72). A number of private firms were unable to
service their external debts at the new exchange rate, and many of their
obligations passed to the government's Development Bank of the Philip-
pines, which had liberally dispensed loan guarantees in the months
preceding the 1969 election. 11
Philippine inflation eroded the impact of the devaluation upon real
(as opposed to nominal) exchange rates. After a 34 percent drop in 1970,
the peso actually appreciated in real terms in the 1970s, and by the end
of the decade the real peso/dollar rate had returned to its pre-float level
(see Table 2). The Philippine trade deficit meanwhile grew from US$26
million in 1970 to US$2.2 billion in 1981 (see Table 1). The co-existence
of an appreciating real effective exchange rate with this growing trade
imbalance was made possible by a concomitant influx of foreign borrow-
ing, the extent of which is documented in the next section.
Export promotion was a second important policy response to the
1970 crisis. The Export Incentive Act of 1970 provided for tax exemp-
tions on imported capital equipment and tax credits for domestic capital
equipment (Ofreneo 1985, pp. 171-2).
The Consultative Group for the Philippines, an international consor-
tium of official development assistance donors chaired by the WB, met
except to the extent necessary to compensate for excessive fluctuations but shall not
operate against the trend in the market." (Quoted in ILQ 1974, p. 128.) In practice, a fairly
stable dollar exchange rate was maintained in the 1970s (see Table 2)-an accomplishment
made possible by massive foreign exchange inflows on the capital account, as discussed
below. As a result, the exchange rate regime during this period has been variously de-
scribed as "fixed" and "on a managed float" (Canlas 1985, pp. 3, 4); as a policy of "limited
flexibility in contrast to a policy of full flexibility" (Panganiban 1983, p. 10); as a "flexible"
policy which '_wasnot used effectivley to adjut to the imbalances in the country's external -
accounts" (Remolona, Mangahas, and Pante 1985, p, 10); by the IMF in 1980 as a "policy
of keeping the exchange rate of the peso closely in line with the dollar" (quoted by
Thompson and Slayton 1985, p. 72); and as a "dirty float" policy, "wherein, although the
peso was technically free to float, the CB intervened in foreign exchange markets to
maintain the peso's value against the dollar" (Broad 1988, p. 94). The float became "cleaner"
in the early 1980s, a change which Broad attributes to WB pressure.
11. Interview with Benito Legarda, Jr., CB representative at th& Embassy of the
Republic of the Philippines, Washington, D.C., May 11, 1988. Legarda suggests that the
Development Bank of the Philippines's demand for foreign exchange tp service these debts
"drove the market" after the float, causing the devaluation to be more substantial than it
otherwise would have been.
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Table 2
EXCHANGE RATES OF THE PHILIPPINE PESO, 1962-1986.
Pesos per US dollar _
Dollar/ Real Real
Year Official Black peso index exchange effective
rate market (official rate 2 exchange
rate rate rate'
%
1962 3.92 3.97 100.0 ]00.0 100.0
1963 3.91 3.92 100.3 107.1 104.5
1964 3.91 3.91 100.3 115.0 110.7
1965 3.91 4.00 100_3 116.7 110.3
1966 3.90 3.97 100.5 119.0 111.7
1967 3.93 4-20 99.7 121.4 113.6
1968 3.93 5.00 99.7 118.9 ] 10.4
1969 3.93 5.00 99.7 118.9 105.8
] 970 6.44 7.10 60.9 75_9 69.9
1971 6.44 6.88 60.9 75.9 76.3
1972 6.78 6.85 57.8 97.2 74.2
1973 6.73 6.85 58.2 97.2 77.7
1974 7.06 7.45 55.5 112.0 88.2
1975 7_50 8.50 52.3 ]03.2 81.6
1976 7.43 8.10 52.8 107.5 82.6
1977 7.37 7.57 53.2 111.8 80.6
1978 7.38 8.10 53.1 111.8 76.5
1979 7.42 7.90 52_8 117.0 86.1
1980 7.60 7.85 51.6 119.0 86.1
1981 8.20 8.70 47.8 113.0 85,8
1982 9.17 9.85 42.7 104.9 82.4
1983 14.('K) 21.00 28.0 73.3 58.2
1984 19.76 20.00 19.8 74.9 62.3
1985 19.03 16.60 20.6 92.4 70,7
1986 20.53 19.1 84.7 60.2
Notes 1. End:of-year rates.
2. Official dollar/peso rate multiplied by ratio of U.S. consumer price index to
Philippine consumer-price index (inCrease indicates appreciation).
3. Average of real exchange rates against the US dollar, Japanese yen, and
Deutsche mark, weighted by average trade shares in the period (increase
indicates appreciation)_
Sources: IMF, [nternational Financial Statistics Yearbook I987, lines ae and 64. Black market
rates from Pick's Currency Yearbook 1968 (p. 419), 1975-76 (p. 469), and 1985
World Currency Y_:arbook (p. 675).
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for the first time in April 1971.12 The formation of the consultative group
was important for two reasons. First, it served to mobilize substantially
larger official financial flows. As the WB (1976, p. 467) observed, "the
importance of foreign aid increased dramatically" after the formation of
the consultative group, with the total committed in 1971-74 exceeding
that in the previous 20 years. The Philippines was designated a "country
of concentration" by the WB itself, and received lending from the Bank
"somewhat higher than average for countries of similar size and income. "1_
Second, the consultative group increased the leverage and influence of
the WB, providing a vehicle for its "attempts to rally other donors around
its recommendations" (Bello et al. 1982, p. 137, quoting a 1981 US Treas-
ury Department report).
The 1974 ILO mission was optimistic about Philippine balance-of-
payments prospects in the wake of the floating of the peso. Notwith-
standing the faster inflation since the devaluation, the mission observed
(p. 127) that "the prices of many goods and services, and especially money
wage rates, have risen by much less than the devaluation," and "conse-
quently, much of the competitive gain still remains." In other words,
lower real wages would help to put the Philippine economy on a sounder
international footing. The report noted that "the balance-of-payments
has gone into surplus and foreign exchange reserves have reached their
highest levels since the Second World War. " A substantial trade surplus
was achieved in 1973. This was, however, primarily attributable to the
world-wide commodity boom of that year which brought about a 50
percent jump in Philippine export prices (Wellons 1977, p_ 174), and the
experience has yet to be repeated_
The WB (1976, pp. 469-72) was similarly sanguine about the post-
1970 growth of the Philippine external debt, remarking that "it would be
unfortunate for the Philippines to curb its potential for rapid develop-
ment unnecessarily" by failing to borrow on commercial markets in the
years ahead. Hence the Bank called for "sustained and vigorous efforts
... to ensure that the volume of funds available is sufficient for the needs
of the Philippines." Anticipating a rise in the shares of official and medium
and long-term debt, the Bank predicted: "The present careful control
over external borrowings will undoubtedly continue, and, provided that
the composition of inflows is along the lines already indicated, the
projected increase in external debt and debt service, though large, is not
expected to present serious difficulties."
12. Wellons(1977,p. 187,n. 27);Ofreneo(1985,p. 173).In additionto the WB, its
membersincludedbilateraldonorcountries(amongthemthe USandJapan),the IMF,the
UnitedNationsDevelopmentProgram,the ADB,andthe OECD.The first aid coordination
grouphadbeenorganizedby the Bankfor Indiain 1958;by May1971the Bankchaired
15 suchgroups(WB,1971,p. 42).
13. Gould(1976,pp. 2, 17),citedby Belloet aL (1982,p. 24).
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These optimistic prognoses contrasted with Cheryl Payer's (1974,
pp. 72, 74) remarkably prescient conclusion that the Philippines was
already facing "crippling debt obligations," and that the reliance of the
Marcos government on fresh loans to service external debt "will only
create more and larger obligations in the future." Similarly, comment-
ing upon the influx of new lending which followed the imposition of
martial law in 1972, the editors of Pick's Currency Yearbook noted wryly:
"Despite the excellent chance of these debts possibly never being repaid,
certain banks or bankers considered dictator Marcos an excellent credit
risk" (Steve and Cowitt 1976, p. 466).
it would be misleading, therefore, to date the origins of the Philip-
pine debt problem from the oil price shock of 1973-74. The oil price
boom did, however, contribute to an acceleration in the build-up of
external debt: the Philippine demand for foreign exchange to pay for
more expensive oil imports rose, and more importantly, the supply of
external finance increased as international banks sought to "recycle" the
surpluses of the oil exporters. The direct, demand-side impact of the
higher oil prices was limited by the fact that crude oil and petroleum
products constituted only 12 percent of the value of Philippine imports
in 1973, rising to 21 percent in 1974 (calculated from WB 1986, Vol. III,
Tables 3.8 and 3.10, pp. 26, 28). Moreover, the Philippines had some
success in substituting part of its oil imports: the quantum index of
crude petroleum imports fell from 100 in 1973 to 92 in 1974, rose gradu-
ally to 108 in 1978, and thereafter declined to 71 in 1985. And the grow-
ing demand for Philippine labor in the Middle East partially offset the
current account impact of the higher oil prices. _4
The more serious impacts on the Philippine demand for external
finance arose from the deterioration in Philippine terms of trade, in which
the oil price shock played an indirect role by contributing to the reces-
sion in the industrialized countries, is At the same time, Philippine ef-
forts to develo p non-oil energy sources led to increased imports of Capital
goods, the prices of which rose sharply in the mid-1970s, contributing
almost as much as oil itself to the deterioration of the trade balance
(Remolona, Mangahas and Pante 1985, pp. 12-13).
The infusion of "petrodollars" into world financial markets caused
a dramatic shift in the supply of foreign lending, evidenced not 0nly by
the growth in the volume of debt but also by a marked shift in its
14. Personal income remittances from overseas contract workers, included in the
'other' line of the current account in Table 1, rose from US '$103 million in 1975 to a peak
of US$944 million in 1983, with workers in the Middle East accounting for roughly half of
the total in the 1980s(Tabora1986,Table3, p. 24).The Philippineimportbill for crudeoil
and petroleumproductsin 1983stoodat US$1',752million(WB 1986,Vol. Ill,Table3.10,
p. 28).
15. Power (1983, p. 9) reports that with 1971-73= 100, the terms-of-trade index (that
is, the ratio of export prices to import prices) for the Philippines in 1982 was 52.
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composition, with a growing proportion of the loans originating from
private commercial banks (see Chapter 3). These banks found them-
selves with a large volume of cash to lend, at a time when investment
demand was slack in the industrialized countries themselves. Their re-
sponse was to increase dramatically their lending to Third World coun-
tries. The Philippine debt accumulation in the 1970s hence was part of
this larger picture which included its counterparts in many other Asian,
Latin American and African countries.
The relative importance of demand-side and supply-side factors in
the'post-1973 debt accumulation in the Third World is open to debate26
But two items of evidence suggest that the increased supply of foreign
loans played the dominant role. First, the debt build-up was not limited
to oil-importing nations like the Philippines, whose demand for foreign
exchange was directly and indirectly increased by the oil price rises. Oil-
exporting nations, including Mexico, Venezuela, Indonesia, and Nigeria
also saw a rapid accumulation of debt. 17 Second, real interest rates were
low and even negative in the 1970s, implying that at the international
level supply shifts dominated.
In the Philippine case, the combination of increased lending from
official sources and increased lending from private commercial banks led
to massive capital account surpluses in the 1970s.
Following the second round of oil price increases in 1979-80, the
Philippine external position grew still more precarious. Fresh borrowing
now had to cover the rising burden of debt service on old money. At the
same time, tight monetary policies in the industrialized countries pushed
up real interest rates and plunged the world into the worst recession
since the 1930s. Moreover, as commercial banks grew worried about
their Third World loans, they shifted their new lending to shorter ma-
turities. The stage was set for a new and deeper crisis.
The Long Crisis, 1983 -1986
On October 17, 1983, the Philippine government was forced by the
depletion of its foreign exchange reserves to declare a 90-day morato-
rium on the amortization of its external debt, marking the onset of the
16. For discussion,seeTaylor (1985),Darity(1986),and Darityand Horn(1988).
17_ Oilwealthmadesuchcountriesappearto be goodcredit risks;in the wordsof
the Mexicanofficialwho managedthat country'sexternaldebt in the late 1970s,"Mexico
was really sexythen. We were contractingon termsas fine as Sweden's."(Quotedby
MoffettandTruell 1988.)Oilwasnot essentialto rousethe animalspiritsof foreignbank-
ers,however.Regardingthe Philippines,the Presidentof BancomDevelopmentCorpora-
tion observedin 1976:"[l]n banking,like anythingelse, thereare fads.Therewill be fads
for a particularcountry.This meansall of a suddenthe credit of a particularcountry
becomeshot in the market,a situationwhereineverybodytriesto,pushfinancingto that
country.I thinkthe Philippinesis verymuchin thispositionnow."(QuotedinThompsonand
Slayton1985,p. 77.)Oneindicatorof lenderperceptionsof risk is the interestratespread
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worst balance-of-payments crisis in postwar Philippine history. The
economic and political impacts of the ensuing "adjustment" measures
were so severe that the period up to the overthrow of the Marcos gov-
ernment in February 1986 can be characterized as one long, protracted
crisis.
The accumulation of external debt, analogous in many ways to a
"Ponzi scheme" in which ever-increasing quantities of new money are
borrowed to service past borrowing of dubious productive value, made
a crisis inevitable, is The growing proportion of short-term debt, the
"interest rate shock" of the early 1980s, the sharp deterioration of the
"country's term of trade, and the mexican quasi-default of August 1982"
brought the Philippine debt bubble close to the bursting point. Accord-
ing toPhilippine Prime Minister and Finance Secretary Cesar Virata, "our
credit lines were already being cut towards the end of 1982" and by early
1983 foreign banks had withdrawn US$709 million in credit facilities
(Peagam 1984, p. 53).
The final rupture was precipitated by the assassination of Benigno
Aquino as he stepped from a plane at Manila airport on August 21, 1983.
This event "triggered a torrent of closures of commercial credit lines to
the country" (Montes 1987, p. 18). In addition, political unrest in the
wake of the murder is said to have accelerated capital flight, which
"significantly contributed to the dwindling of international reserves"
(Remolona and Lamberte 1986, p. 113). 19
The government's debt-moratorium was accompanied by further
devaluation of the peso (to P14:$1 after having been devalued from P9
to Pll in June), and by an announcement that it was negotiating a new
agreement with the IMF. Negotiations with the IMF and with commer-
cial banks collapsed, however, when it was revealed in November that
the CB had been systematically overstating its foreign exchange reserves,
to the tune of US$600 to US$800 million, by double-counting dollars
cycled through overseas branches of the government-owned Philippine
above LIBORcharged on public and publicly-guaranteed loans. The average spread for the
Philippines from 1979 through 1982 was 0.9, while for Mexico it was 0.6; in 1983, however,
it fell to 0.7 in the Philippines,while it rose to 1.9 in Mexico(Folkerts-Landau1985).Alternative
measures, based on the ratio of interest payments to total external debt, show the Philip-
pines to have paid a substantially lower risk premium than Mexico throughout the 1978-
83 period (Dooley 1986, p. 9).
18. Charles Ponzi, the "Boston swindler," was an early 20th century entrepreneur
who offered high interest rates in a fraudulent investment scheme (based on ostensible
profits to be made in exchange rate arbitage using international postal reply coupons)
which depended upon new depositors' money to pay dividends to earlier investors. Payer
(1985, p. 17; 1990, Chapter 3) draws the analogy with international commercial bank
lending in the1970s.
19. This widely accepted version of the timing of capitalflight has been disputed; for
example, Weiner (1987) states thatcapital flight out of the Philippines peaked "in the months
before, and not after, the murder of Benigno Aquino?' Statistical evidence reviewed in
Chapter 4 suggests that capital flight in fact peaked in 1981.
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National Bank (PNB). This deception, later described by Virata as a
"window-dressing effort" (Peagam 1984, p. 54), led to the resignation of
the CB governor, and provoked further disenchantment in international
financial circles. As a result, no new money was forthcoming, and the
debt moratorium had to be repeatedly extended. A US$608 million stand-
by agreement with the IMF was finally concluded in December 1984 and
a rescheduling agreement with the country's 483 foreign bank creditors
followed in May 1985. 2o
In "prior action commitments" preceding the signing of the IMF
accord, the Philippine government implemented a number of "classic
IMF adjustment measures," including the devaluation and floating of the
peso (which fell to P20:$1 by the end of 1984), tight monetary policies,
interest rate increases as high as 40 percent, reduction of the government
budget deficit, and the lifting of price controls (Montes 1987, pp. 23-24;
Lamberte et al. 1985, pp. xvi-xx). These measures had a severe contrac-
tionary impact: GDP declined and real wages plummeted. In terms of
fulfillment of the targets set forth in the IMF agreement, including bal-
ance-of-payments targets, the "adjustment" program was a great success.
The current account deficit was virtually eliminated in 1985, and a
substantial current account surplus was achieved in 1986.
Whether this adjustment provides the basis for a longer-term recov-
ery is, however, open to serious doubt. As Montes (1987, pp. 46-8)
observed, exports declined in 1985 and 1986 (and would have declined
in 1984, too, but for a boom in commodity prices), leaving the adjustment
to be achieved primarily through precipitous declines in imports, par-
ticularly of capital goods and industrial inputs. Noting-the further
deterioration in ratios of the country's debt burden to GDP and exports,
the WB (1986, Vol. II, p. 6) warned that rescheduling alone "is not a
sustainable strategy for the medium term." Alternatives to compressed
consumption and rescheduling are considered in the final chapter of this
monograph.
20. Fordetailsofthe reserveoverstatementscandal,see Peagam(1984)andHenry
(1989).Subsequentnegotiationsaredescribedin Montes(1987,pp. 19-24)andRemolona
and Lamberte(1988,p. 23).
21. in addition,the balanceof paymentsrecorda notableincreasein net "other"
payments,the reasonsfor whichare unclear.
3The External Debt:
Magnitude and Composition
Between 1962 and 1986 the external debt of the Philippines grew
from US$355 million to US$28.3 billion. In absolute terms, the Philip-
pines became the ninth most indebted nation in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. In terms of the ratio of external debt to gross domestic
product, the Philippines ranks second among the top 10 Third World
debtor countries. 1
This chapter reviews the available data on growth of the Philippine
external debt and its composition in terms of type of borrower (public or
private sector), type of lender (official or commercial), and maturity (long,
medium, or short term).
Definitional Problems
The Philippine Central Bank's statistical system established in 1971
to monitor the country's external debt is "one of the best in Asia and the
Far East," according to the WB (1984, p. 43). Even so, substantial dis-
crepancies exist among Philippine external debt estimates reported by
different sources. One reason for these discrepancies is that many esti-
mates rely on incomplete data on the volume of debt. This justifies a
1. The debt/GDPratiofor the Philippineswas0.88.Amongthetop 10debtors,this
was surpasoclonly by Egypt,witha ratioof 1.05,andwasequalto thatof Venezuela_The
averageratio for the other sevencountrieswas 0_54.Basedon 1985data from OECD
(1987,Table2) andWB (1987,Table 3).
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general presumption in favor of larger rather than smaller estimates; as
David (1984, pp. 4-5) observes, "in matters of debtor reporting, errors of
omission are more likely than double counting. "2
Different definitions of external debt also contribute to apparent
discrepancies. One distinction is between loan commitments and loan
disbursements. In the case of official development assistance (ODA) project
loans, for example, funds committed at the start of the project are typi-
cally disbursed over a number of years as construction or other project
activities proceed. More generally, the opening of a credit line represents
a commitment, while drawings upon that credit line represent disburse-
ments. The data presented here pertain to actual disbursements. 3
A second distinction is between gross and net external liabilities of
the CB and commercial banks. The CB has both external liabilities and
international reserves; similarly, Philippine commercial banks have cross-
border deposits which constitute external liabilities, but at the same time
they hold external assets including deposits in foreign banks, Net
external liabilities of the banking system are gross external liabilities minus
gross external assets. In keeping with the general practice, the Philippine
external debt is here defined to include gross external liabilities of the
banking system. 4 The augmentation of the banking system's interna-
tional reserves is thus one possible use of foreign borrowing. One ratio-
nale for including gross rather than net external liabilities of the CB in
the measure of the external debt is "the assumption that Central Bank
assets should be available to cover imports" (WB, 1984, p. 8)2
A final definitional problem concerns the distinction between public
sector and private sector debt. This distinction is blurred in the Philip-
2. This is reflectedin the fact that total world lendingof banksto non-banksre-
portedby creditorsexceedsthatascribedto individualborrowers;'in 1983US$98billion(of
a total of US$679billion) remainedunaccountedfor in the IMF's internationalfinancial
statistics(David1984,p. 5).
3_ Similarly,in the caseof themonetarysector(theCentralBanksandcommercial
banks),credit lines may be drawn down gradually;indeed, sometimesthey are never
drawnat all (as,for example,in thecaseof thecountry'sfirst stand-bycreditsfromthe IMF
in the 1960s;see AlburoandCanlas1986,p_6).
4. Annualdata on changesin official reservesand commercialbankingsystem
externalassetsfor the periodunderrevieware providedinTable9; debtflowsnetof these
can thusbe readilycalculated.
5_ A furtherdefinitionalpointrelatesto the treatmentof the assetsandliabilitiesof
offshorebankingunits(OBUs),whoseestablishmentin the Philippineswaspermittedby a
1976PresidentialDecree.Some28 foreignbankshadset upOBU's in the Philippinesas
of 1984;they borrowand lendin foreigncurrencies"outsidethe regulatoryframeworkof
banksoperatingin the Philippines"(IMF1984,pp. 69-70).Contraryto standardpracticein
manycountries,the PhilippinestatisticalauthoritiestreatOBUsas overseasbanks.Thus
OBU lendingto Philippineresidentsis includedin the country'sexternaldebt statistics,
while OBUexternalliabilitiesare not.As of June 1986,Philippinedebtto OBUsstoodat
US$2,5billion,whilethe OBUsowedUS$3.7billionto otherforeignentities.The net effect
was to understatethe Philippineexternaldebt (comparedwiththatwhichwouldresultfrom
the conventionaltreatmentof OBUs)by US$1_2billion.The debt statisticsreportedhere
were providedby Philippineauthorities,and hencefollowtheir practicein this regard.
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pines, as in many countries, by two common practices. The first is external
borrowing by government agencies for on-lending to the private sector.
The government-owned PNB, for example, provided "the chief conduit
for private external debt" in the early 1970s (Wellons 1977, p. 163).
Similarly, under the Consolidated Foreign Borrowing Program (CFBP)
established in 1978, the CB of the Philippines borrows (primarily from
foreign commercial banks) in its own name and on-lends the proceeds to
private and public sector borrowers by way of Philippine banks. By the
end of 1982, total CFBP on-lending stood at US$2.0 billion, more than
half of which represented refinancing of prior foreign obligations (IMF
1984, p. 65; WB 1984, p. 39). In theory, foreign funds on-lent to the
private sector are recorded by official record-keepers as private external
debt, together with direct borrowing by the private sector. In practice,
classifications vary.
A second practice which blurs the public-private debt distinction is
the Philippine government's issuance of guarantees for repayment of
most private debt. "The creditors, in general, considered the Philippines
to be a very high risk country," former Finance Minister Cesar Virata
testified before a Congressional hearing in 1987, "and they would not
like to lend to the private sector without government guarantee. "6
Considerable amounts of publicly guaranteed private obligations were
assumed in the end by the public sector, as private borrowers defaulted,
butthe classification of such debt prior to default differs among data
sources (see Wellons 1977, pp. 164, 186).
Total External Debt Outstanding by Borrowing Sector
Table 3 summarizes data on the Philippine external debt from several
sources. These provide the basis for the constructed time series reported
in Table 4.
Data sources
After the Philippine debt moratorium was declared in October 1983,
the Philippine government revealed that the country's total indebtedness
as of October 17 was US$24.6 billion, a sharp jump from the previously
accepted figure of US$18 billion. 7 The discrepancy was primarily due to
the exclusion of monetary sector debt and revolving (as opposed to fixed
6. Officialminutesof thetestimonyof CesarViratabeforethe Houseof Representa-
tivesSubcommitteeon Monetary,Creditand FinancialMatters,August26, 1987,p. IV-l.
The WB (1984,p_20) reportsthat34 percentof privatemediumandlong-termdebt was
publiclyguaranteedin 1975,andthat this sharefell to 20percentin 1980androse to 29
percentin 1982.Theseappearto be underestimates.
7. Rafferty(1983,p. 101);Peagam(1984,p. 57); IBON(1984,p. 32).
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short-term) credits from prior estimates issued by the CB. These turned
out to be much higher than had been previously known. The CB sub-
sequently came up with more comprehensive debt estimates to cover the
earlier years.
The CB's Financial Plan Data Center has compiled the official data
on external debt from 1983 onwards. The CB's Department of Economic
Research (International) has prepared comparable estimates for the years
Table 3
ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES OF TOTAL PHILIPPINE EXTERNAL DEBT
OUTSTANDING, 1961-1986 x
(US$ million)
Year Central IMF Alfiler World Jurado Wellons/
Bank 2 Bank NEDA s
1961 .... 355 278
1962 .... 358 271
1963 .... 376 252
1964 ..... 304
1965 ..... 481
1966 ..... 516
1967 ..... 680
1968 ..... 737
1969 ..... 840
1970 2297 2297 -- 1613 -- 956
1971 2393 2368 -- 1777 -- 1009
1972 2732 2663 -- 1962 -- 11.71
1973 2886 2846 -- 2029 -- 1225
1974 3755 3538 3900 2465 -- 1519
1975 4939 4392 5200 3053 -- 2234
1976 6768 6345 7200 4471 -- 3323
1977 8069 80_5 8600 8221 -- 3889
1978 10694 10608 11200 10817 -- 5281
1979 13352 13192 13900 13307 -- 6528
1980 17252 17122 18100 17390 -- 8522
1981 20893 20291 21800 20750 -- 11304
1982 24677 23797 25000 24299 -- 13887
1983 24816 24972 26200 24124 -- 14482
1984 25418 -- 25900 24358 -- --
1985 26252 -- -- 26190 -- --
1986 28256 -- -- 28853 -- --
Notes: 1. End-of-year estimates.
2. Unpublished data provided by the Central Bank of the Philippines, Depart-
ment of Economic Research (International) and Financial Plan Data Center.
3. 'Public sector' debt only; so_ text for discussion.
Sources: IMF (1984, Table 12, p. 72); Alfiler (1986, Table 1, p. 23); World Bank (1989,
Vol.II, p. 310; Vol. III, p. 180); Jurado (1966, Table 4, p. 373); Wellons (1977,
Table 1 (1), p. 162); NEDA (1976, Table II.8, pp_ 398-9; 1986, Table 15.12,
pp. 606-7)_
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1970 through 1982. The annual totals reported in Table 3 include the
monetary sector (that is, gross external liabilities of the CB and commer-
cial banks) as well as the nonmonetary sector.
The CB estimates for the nonmonetary sector are broken down into
public and private sector debt, and into short versus medium and long-
term debt. The estimates for the monetary sector for 1983-86 are classi-
Table 4
EXTERNAL DEBT OF THE PHILIPPINES BY BORROWING SECTOR, 1961-1986:
A CONSTRUCTED TIME SERIES1
(US$ billion)
Total Borrowing Sector Real Total
Year I, Outstanding Public Private (1986 $)2
1961 0.36 0.17 0.19 1.14
1962 0.36 0.19 0.17 1.14
1963 0.38 0.23 0,15 1.21
1964 0.48 0.28 0.20 1.52
1965 0.80 0.46 0.34 2.48
1966 0.91 0.50 0_41 2.73
1967 1_28 0.68 0.60 3.84
1968 1.49 0.76 0_73 4.36
1969 1.83 0.90 0.93 5.15
1970 2.30 1.10 1.20 6.25
1971 2.39 0.92 1.47 6.28
1972 2.73 1.11 1.62 6.87
1973 2.89 1.15 1.74 6.43
1974 3.76 1.57 2.19 7.04
1975 4.94 2.33 2.61 8.47
1976 6.77 3.52 3.25 11.09
1977 8.07 4.03 4.04 12.46
1978 10.69 5.69 5.00 15.31
1979 13.35 7.65 5.70 16.99
1980 17.25 10.25 7_00 19.24
1981 20.89 12.80 8.09 21.35
1982 24.68 15.43 9.25 24.72
1983 24.82 16.73 8.09 24.55
1984 25.42 17.55 7.87 24.56
1985 26.25 19.12 7.13 25.49
1986 28.26 21.83 6.43 28.26
Notes: 1. End-of-year estimates of external debt outstanding, including gross banking
system liabilities.
2. US wholesale price index (from IMF, 1987, pp. 698-9) used as proxy for
inflation rate.
Sources: 1%1-63: ]urado (1966, p. 373).
1964-69: Wellons (1977, p. 162); original estimates scaled up to adjust for
incompleteness.
1970-86: Unpublished data provided by Central Bank of the Philippines,
Department of Economic Research (International) and Finandal Plan
Data Center.
For details, see text.
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fled into liabilities of the CB, government commercial banks, and private
commercial banks, again permitting a public/private breakdown.
Commercial bank liabilities for 1970-82 are not subdivided into govern-
ment and private banks, and the public and private sector debt estimates
in Table 4 are based upon the assumption that government banks ac-
counted for 20 percent of total commercial bank liabilities in those years.
The IMF (1984) and Alfiler (1986) present estimates which accord
fairly closely with the Central Bank data. The OECD (1985, 1987) pres-
ents estimates for the years 1983-1986 which also are reasonably consis-
tent with those presented above?
The WB, in the 1988-89 edition of its World Debt Tables, also presents
revised figures on external debt extending back to 1970. Past editions of
the World Debt Tables, which were often used for international compari-
sons, woefully understated the Philippine external debt. The 1984-85
edition, for example, reported total Philippine external debt in 1983 to
have been US$13.7 billion. 9 The Bank's revised figures redress this
problem from 1977 onwards, but the estimates for 1970-1976 remain well
below those reported by the CB, Alfiler, and the IMF, apparently owing
to continued under-reporting.
Debt estimates for the 1960s must be drawn from other sources.
Jurado (1966) presents data on Philippine foreign loans from 1906 to
1963; only his 1961-1963 figures are reported here. His estimates, sourced
from the CB's Department of Economic Research, appear to be quite
comprehensive. Data on both public and private sector debt are re-
ported, and from the notes to the table it appears that monetary sector
debt is included.
Wellons (1977) presents figures on Philippine external debt for the
years 1960-1973. These correspond to the estimates of external debt
classified by institutional source reported in various issues of the Philip-
pine Statistical Yearbook published by the government's NEDA. The CB
is stated to be the source of these data. Wellons reports, on the basis of
a 1975 interview, that the data for the 1960s are "incomplete." The data
refer only to "public sector" debt, although as Wellons notes, the catego-
ries of public and private debt overlap since: (1) the government-owned
8. TheOECD(1985)reportsestimatedPhilippineindebtednessat the endof 1983
to be US$28.4billion (includingUS$5.3billion in "other liabilities",representingcross-
borderdepositsof non-banksin Philippinebanks); and US$29.0billion (including$5_2
billionin otherliabilities)at theendof1984.TheOECD(1_87)estimatesfor 1985and1986
(presentedin a differentformat,whichmaynot beentirelycomparablewith thoseof the
1985report)are US$28.6billionandUS$27.2billion,respectively.Earlierdatapublished
bythe OECDweremuchlesscomplete;see DavidandLee(1986)for a comparisonof the
oldand new OECDseries.
9_ The WB's figurecomprisedUS$10,4billionpublic or publiclyguaranteeddebt
andUS$3.3billionprivatedebt.Power.(1983,p. 8) notesthat the WorldDebtTablefigures
do not fully capturenon-guaranteedprivatedebt; in this instancethey also appear to
understatepublicdebt.
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PNB was the "chief conduit for private external debt;" and (2) the
government's DBP "guaranteed substantial private foreign debt." The
extent to which these are included in the Wellons/NEDA series is
"unclear," but Wellons suggests that the inclusion of some publicly
guaranteed private debt may help to account for the "astonishing" dis-
crepancy between these figures and (lower) estimates reported at the
time by the Wt3.1°
A constructed time series
The time series on total, public, and private external debt reported
in Table 4 is constructed on the basis of these data. For the years 1970-
1986, the time series uses CB data. Estimates for 1961-1963 are taken
directly from Jurado. For the intervening years, 1964-1969, estimates are
derived from the data presented by Wellons and NEDA. Owing to their
incompleteness, however, these are scaled up to make them comparable
to the earlier and later data. 11 These estimates should therefore be re-
garded as rougher approximations than those for other years.
The total external debt at the end of 1961 stood at US$355 million,
of which slightly more than half represented private external debt. A
review of the country's external debt up to the early 1960s concluded
that most loans had been "channeled to economically productive enter-
prises," and that the volume of foreign loans had been "relatively light"
(Jurado 1966, p. 378). The foreign debt was equivalent to approximately
five percent of GNP, valued at the pre-devaluation exchange rate of P2
to the dollar, or 10 percent when valued at the post-devaluation rate of
P3.9 (calculated from GNP data in NEDA 1976, p. 114).
By 1970, the debt had increased more than six-fold to US$2.30 bil-
lion, equivalent (at the new post-devaluation exchange rate of P6.4 per
dollar) to 36 percent of the country's GNP. Private sector debt registered
the strongest increase in the 1960s, a period marked by the relaxation of
government control over private foreign transactions, as noted in the
10. Wellons(1977,pp. 163-4,186).
11. The ratio of the WelIons/NEDAestimateto Jurado'sestimatefor 1963is 0.67;
the ratio of the WelIons/NEDAestimatesto the CentralBank estimatesfor 1970-73is
0.425.Accordingly,the WelIons/NEDAfiguresfor the interveningyearswerescaledup on
the assumptionthat they representa proportionof total externaldebt which declined
linearlybetweenthesepoints(that is,0_635in 1964,0.60in 1965..... 0.46in 1969).The
resultingestimatesarepartitionedinto publit;andprivatedebtin a similarfashion,interpo-
latingthe trend in their relativesharesfromthe observationthat the publicshareof total
debt declinedfrom0.61 in 1963to 0.48 in 1970.Thesetrendsare consistentwith other
evidence:NEDA(1976,pp.400-1), inanalternativedebtseries(whichincludesprivatedebt
butis apparentlyless comprehensivewithrespectto publicdebtthanthe seriescitedhere),
indicatesthat the publicshare of totalexternaldebtdeclinedin the late 1960s.The WB
(1976,p. 472)similarlyreportsthat the shareof the publicsectorin totalmediumandlong-
termdebt declinedfrom48 percentin 1964to 29 percentin 1969.Bothsourcesindicate
that the publicsharethen rose in the early 1970s.
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preceding chapter. The rapid growth of debt in the late 1960s, the serw
ice requirements of which played a key role in the 1970 balance-of-
payments crisis, led to the implementation of the control system admini-
stered by the CB (IMF, 1984, p. 73). The tasks of debt monitoring and
management were entrusted to the CB's Management of External Debt
and Investment Accounts Department (MEDIAD), which must approve
all public and private nonmonetary sector borrowing (WB, 1984, pp. 37-
42).
In the period 1970-74 the external debt "grew moderately", in the
words of the IMF (1984, p. 73), "reflecting the improved balance of
payments position and the close monitoring of approvals." Although
the growth can be termed "moderate" relative to that in preceding and
subsequent years, the external debt, already large enough to precipitate
a crisis in 1970, continued to rise. Rapid world price inflation in 1973
and 1974 eroded the real value of the external debt outstanding in those
years. Nevertheless new borrowing left total real debt at the end of 1974
above what it had been at the end of 1970. Outstanding external debt
now stood at 26 percent of GNP. 12
The external debt build-up again accelerated in the mid-1970s, rising
from US$3.8 billion in 1974 to US$17.3 billion in 1980, and to US$24.8
billion in 1983. New borrowing far outpaqed the erosion of the real
value of the accumulated debt by world price inflation, and by 1980 the
real debt was three times its level in the early 1970s, and 16 times higher
than in the early 1960s. When the Philippine debt crisis broke out in
1983, the external debt had swollen to 114 percent of GNP. 1_ The WB
(1984, p. 12) nevertheless characterizes the growth rate of real Philippine
debt during the 1970s as "quite modest," suggesting that modesty, like
beauty, lies in the eye of the beholder. 14
In contrast to the debt build-up which preceded the 1970 crisis, the
debt accumulation of the 1970s and early 1980s was marked by a gener-
ally rising share of the public sector in total debt. Indeed, the "leading
role" of the public sector is understated by the figures in Table 4 insofar
12. The apparentdeclinein the debt/GNPratioin the early 1970sis quitesensitive
to the exchangerate.Real PhilippineGNProse between1970and 1974by 29 percent;
the implicitPhilippineGNPdeflator(1970=100)was 192.1(calculatedfrom NEDA,1976,
pp. 115,119).Atthe sametimethe real valueof theexternaldebtrose by only 13percent
(usingthe US wholesaleprice index,whichrose by 45 percent,as the debt deflator).
Despitethe differencesin inflationrates,the peso/dollarexchangerate rose by only 10
percent,from6.435to 7.065(seeTable2). Morerapiddepreciationof thepesowouldhave
resultedin a higherdebt/GNPratio in 1974,by loweringthe dollarvalue of GNP.
13. Convertingthe 304,876millionpesoGNP(NEDA,1986,p. 163)at the end-of-
the-yearexchangerate of P14pesos/dollar;if the 1984exchangerate of P19.76:$1 is
usedonthe groundsthat the pesoremainedovervaluedat the endof 1983,the debt/GNP
ratio risesto 161percent.
14. As evidence,the WB (p.68) citesdata indicatingthat realoutstandingmedium
andlong-termdebtgrewat "only"5.0to 9.7 percentperannumfrom 1970-79,depending
uponthe price indexused.Short-termdebt greweven faster,as discussedbelow.
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as private debt was publicly guaranteed. After 1983, the "socialization"
of private debt is evident in the decline of outstanding private external
debt and the concomitant rise in outstanding public external debt.
The WB (1984, p. 24) interprets the declining share of private debt
in the late 1970s and early 1980s as an indication of weakening private
demand for foreign funds, which "perhaps reflected the combined effect
of domestic recession, increased government use of foreign funds, take-
over of private concerns by public enterprises, and the private se_tor's
response to hardening of loan terms." In this context, WB continues, it
would be useful "to further investigate if the private sector was really
responsive to the changed economic and financial conditions and whether
the public sector failed to do so." The rapid expansion of external debt
after 1978, according to the WB (1984, p. 6) "suggests that the Philippine
authorities were not sufficiently responsive to the sharp rise in real inter-
est rates 'in international markets."
This analysis is flawed in three respects. First, it rests on the question-
able premise that Philippine government borrowing was based on cost-
benefit comparisons of expected internal rates of return with real interest
rates, rather than an increasingly desperate effort to service past debt by
means of new money and thereby forestall the inevitable crisis. Second,
the inability of the private borrowers to service their debt, much of which
was then assumed by the public sector, is transmuted into evidence of
greater private sector responsiveness to market conditions, in a rather
heroic effort to find virtue in private enterprise. And finally, the analysis
conveniently omits mention of the active encouragement provided by
international financial institutions, not least among them the World Bank
itself, to the government's strategy of debt-driven growth.
The year 1983 marked the breaking point of the debt cycle in the
Philippines, in which the net transfer turned negative. The net flow (that
is, new lending minus amortization payments) shrank to US$140 million,
and this was far exceeded by an outflow of US$2.0 billion in interest
payments (see Table 5). _s The net transfer remained negative in subse-
quent years; even in 1986, with the influx of new credits following the
February revolution, interest payments exceeded the net flow of lending.
Distribution of External Debt by Creditor
The distribution of the Philippine public external debt among credi-
tors is reported in Table 6. Most private sector loans were received from
15_The"net transfer"estimatesreportedinTable5 are inexactinsofaras changes
in the dollarvalueof externaldebt outstandingarosenotfromnewmoneyinflowsbut from
exchangerate effects(notablychangesintheyen/dollarrate).Theseeffectsweresubstan-
tial in 1985and 1986(seeTable8), andas a resultTable5 understatesthe net transfer
in thoseyears:A furthercomplicationis that in 1983the Philippinebalance-of-payments
accountsrecordUS$1,2billionin "paymentsarrears"as a short-termofficialcapitalinflow
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Table 5
NET FLOW AND 'NET TRANSFER, 196_-1986
(US$ million)
Change in Interest Net
Year external debt payments' Transfer
outstanding _
0 10 -10
1963 20 9 11
1964 1O0 25 75
1965 320 33 287
1966 110 29 81
1967 370 36 334
1968 210 33 177
1969 340 38 302
1970 470 116 354
1971 90 91 --1
1972 340 115 225
1973 160 119 41
1974 870 146 724
1975 1180 223 957
1976 1830 246 1584
1977 1300 236 1(Ya4
1978 2620 439 2181
1979 2660 625 20.35
1980 3900 975 2925
1981 3640 1378 2262
1982 3790 1993 1797
1983 140 1988 -1848
1984 600 2328 -1728
1985 830 2219 -1389
1986 2010 2048 -38
Total 27900 15499 12401
Notes:
1. Including gross external liabilities of the banking system.
2. Investment income debits other than earnings on direct investment.
Sources: Change in external debt outstanding from Table 4; interest payments from IMF,
Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, various issues.
private creditors, although the Philippine government channelled conces-
sional funds from bilateral and multilateral donors and long,-term export
credits to private entrepreneurs "from time to time" (WB 1984, p. 21).
The available data indicating the breakdown by creditor refer only to
public external debt.
which financed corresponding debt service outflows_ Alternative data for the lg80s pre-
sented by the WB (1990, p, 310) indicate that the negative net transfer from the Philippines
commenced two yeai-s earlier, in 1981.
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Table 6
PUBLIC EXTERNAL DEBT BY CREDITOR, 1963-1983
(percentage distribution)
Official Creditors Private Creditors
Year World IMF US Japan Others Commercial Suppliers'
Bank banks credits
19&3 13.9 21.2 20_3 0 0 34.9 9.7
1964 14.8 15.4 16_6 0 11_8 34.6 6.6
1965 12.9 14.0 14.6 0 3.1 49.5 5.8
1966 13_6 1Z5 11.5 0 2.7 49.1 5.5
1967 12.4 1Z4 8.7 0 2.0 53.5 6.0
1968 12.9 23.3 8.8 0 2.9 43.2 8.9
1969 13.6 20.8 8.8 0 1.6 45.8 9.2
197fl 13_4 24_2 8.9 0 1.7 45.2 6.5
1971 14.8 25.6 9.7 0 1.7 36.4 11.7
1972 13_6 28.7 10.0 0.2 4.7 2Z3 15.5
1973 13.6 30.5 11.4 1.8 5.5 20.0 1Z2
1974 11.4 23.6 10.3 5.3 5.6 28.5 15.0
1975 11.6 21.0 10.8 8.0 7.7 36.1 4.8
1976 10.0 18.4 9.0 6.8 1Z0 34.3 4_5
1977 10.7 IK3 9.3 6.6 20.7 25.9 8.5
1978 10.2 1Z3 9.0 8.3 20.4 25.5 9.3
1979 10.4 16.7 9.2 5.8 18.9 29.0 9.0
1980 10.2 17.4 8.0 5.6 18.8 33.3 6.6
1981 11.0 17.8 6.5 6.1 18.4 35.5 4.7
1982 11.4 14.1 4.8 5.4 12.5 49.6 2.3
1983 14.4 12.3 5.1 5.6 14.5 45.6 2.6
Sources: NEDA (1974, pp. 280-1), (1976, pp. 398-9), (1986, pp. 606-7).
Perhaps the most notable feature of the data is the fairly consistent
percentage distribution of the rapidly growing debt among different types
of creditors. Thus the private creditors" share of total public external
debt was 44 percent in 1963 and 48 percent in 1983, withan intervening
peak of 58 percent in 1967 and low of 34 percent in 1977. The WB
accounted for 10 to 15 percent of total public external debt throughout
the period. The growth of the Philippine debt hence cannot be attributed
to lending by one or a few groups of creditors: it was a broadly-based
process. The creditor structure of the debt did, however, show some
variation over time. For example, in the 1970s lending from Japan and
other official creditors (including European governments and the ADB)
came to play an important role, whereas in the 1960s official lending
came almost entirely from the US, the WB and the IMF.
The change in the composition of official creditors was accompa-
nied by a parallel shift towards greater Japanese and European involve-
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ment in commercial bank lending. The early 1970s saw the formation of
separate syndicates of Japanese, US, and European banks which estab-
lished revolving eurocurrency credit lines (Wellons 1977, p. 167). In
1983, outstanding public external debt to non-US commercial banks
surpassed that to US banks for the first time. 1_
Term Structure of External Debt
The distribution of total external debt by maturity type is reported
in Table 7.
Nonmonetary sector debt (public and private) is broken down into
two categories: (a) medium and long-term (MLT) debt, with maturities
of one year or more; and (b) short-term debt, with maturities of less than
one year_ Medium-term debt (with 1-5 year maturities) comprised a
small fraction of the former, at least towards the end of the period. In
1982, for example, medium-term debt represented only 1.4 percent of all
medium and long-term debt, while 51.6 percent carried maturities of 5-
12 years, and 47.0 percent carried maturities over 12 years (WB 1984, p.
72). Short-term nonm0netary sector debt includes revolving credits, some
of which are _ade-related; a relatively small amount of fixed-term debt,
primarily bridging finance for development projects that will subsequently
be financed with MLT loans; and trade financing, which usually carries
maturities of 30-60 days following the shipment of goods to the Philip-
pines and comes in the forms of documents against acceptance (D/A's)
provided by foreign banks, and open accounts (O/A's) provided by
foreign suppliers. The latter method has been used primarily for oil
imports and by subsidiaries of transnotional corporations (IMF 1984, pp.
67, 76).
Monetary sector debt - the gross external liabilities of the CB and
commercial banks - is reported separately in the table. This is not broken
down by term structure ,owing to the inadequacy of available data, but
most of it is probably short-term37
16. Asof 1985,the fourcommercialbankswiththegreatestexposurein the Phil-
ippineswereU$_ased:Citibank(US$1.8billion);ManufacturersHanoverTrustCo.(US$489
million),BankofAmerica(US$487million),andChaseManhattanBank(US$427million).
Theywerefollowedbythe BankofTokyo(US$404million),BarclaysBank(US$386mil-
lion),Bankof Montreal(US$362million),BanqueNationalede Paris(US$284million),
CreditLyonnais(U$$267million),MorganGuarantyTrustCo. (US$252million),and the
FujiBank(US$251million).Datareportedin TheManilaChronic November4, 1986,p.
5; seeLind(1984) forfurtherdetails.
17. UnpublishedCB"data indicatethat64 percentof monetarysectorliabilitiesin
1983wereshort-term.Forthenexttwoyears,the correspondingfigureswere63 percent
and56 percent;in 1986it fell to 26 percent,presumablyas a resultof rescheduling.
Maturitybreakdownsofmonetarysectorliabilitiesforearlieryearsarenotavailable,butthe
CBdataindicatethatcommercialbankliabilities,a higherproportion_o[whichare short-
term,constituteda largerfractionof totalmonetarysectorliabilitiesfrom1972to 1982than
they didthereafter.
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Table 7
TERM STRUCTURE OF EXTERNAL DEBT, 1965-1986
(percentage distribution)
Nonmonetary Se_or
Year Mone_ry
Medium and long-term _ Short-term 2 SectoP
1965-69 , .._
(average) t 47 53
1970 65 13 21
1971 64 13 23
1972 61 11 28
1973 6O 10 30
1974 55 9 36
1975 53 9 38
1976 60 11 30
1977 65 12 23
1978 58 12 31
1979 53 14 33
1980 50 15 36
1981 47 18 35
1982 45 18 37
1983 50 16 33
1984 51 17 32
1985 52 14 34
1986 55 10 35
Notes: 1. Debt with maturities of one year or more.
2. Debt with maturities less than one year.
3. Gross external liabilities of the banking system (Central Bank and
commercial banks).
4. Public debt only.
Sources: 1965-69: Wellons (177, p_ 163).
1970-86: Unpublished data provided by Central Bank of the Philippines,
Department of Economic Research (International) and Finandal Plan
Data Center.
The rapid growth of short-term debt in the late 1960s played an
important role in precipitating the 1970 balance-of-payments crisis.
Among the responses to the crisis (others of which were discussed in the
preceding chapter) was a restructuring of this debt: "In early 1970, faced
with a large volume of maturing debt during the year, the authorities
negotiated longer maturities for a sizable proportion of outstanding debt
and obtained new medium-term credits to replace maturing short-term
loans." (IMF 1984, p. 76).
In the late 1970s, however, the share of short-term debt again began
rise, even as the total volume of debt grew rapidly. The share of short-
term nonmonetary debt and gross monetary sector liabilities rose from
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35 percent in 1977 to 55 percent in 1982. In absolute terms, such debt
grew during in this period from US$3 billion to US$14 billion.
As the volume of short-term debt mounted, its composition shifted.
The share owed to banks and other financial institutions (as opposed to
suppliers' credits) registered a "phenomenal rise" from 45 percent in
1979 to 77 percent in 1982 (WB 1984, p. 13). Two developments played
key roles in this shift: credits from major oil suppliers dried up, forcing
importers to turn to financial intermediaries; and short-term credit was
increasingly used not only to finance trade, but also "to replace maturing
longer term debts" and "to continually finance their working capital
needs" by some producers in both the public and private sector _(WB
1984, pp. 13-14). Public sector enterprises - such as the Philippine Na-
tional Oil Company, Philippine Airlines, the National Power Corpora-
tion, the DBP, the National Sugar Trading Corporation, the National
Food Authority, and the National Steel Corporation - accounted for about
two-thirds of the increase in short-term debt in the early 1980s (IMF 1984,
p. 76).
Discussing this period, the WB (1984, p. 12) remarks: "In general,
the financial markets interpret a sudden accretion of short-term debt as
a sign of reduced creditworthiness." This initiates a vicious circle:
At this stage, a debtor is often faced with restrictions on the
type of credits available, with creditors showing a preference
for short-term rather than medium-term commitments. Thus,
a country with an increasing share of short-term borrowings
in its debt portfolio faces a serious dilemma: lenders' percep-
tions of its creditworthiness erode as the weight of short-term
borrowings increases; on the other hand, in order to service
the debt and thereby maintain credit-worthiness, the borrow-
ing country's dependence on short-term rollovers continues to
grow. (WB 1984, pp. 12-13.)
This was the predicament of the Philippine economy as it approached
the crisis of 1983.
By the end of 1986, restructuring had reduced the share of short-
term debt in total external liabilities. In this respect, the pattern follow-
ing the 1970 crisis was repeated. In other respects, however, the after-
maths of the two crises were profoundly different. In the early 1970s, the
reduction in short-term debt had been achieved in a context of growing
availability of external finance. The exercise of restraint by Philippine
authorities (notably in the CB), anxious not to repeat the 1970 experience,
acted for a time as a check upon new borrowing in general, and upon
short-term borrowing in particular. In the mid-1980s, by contrast, the
Philippines faced much tighter supplies of external finance, both from
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official sources and, most drastically, from private lenders. A resump-
tion of the "Ponzi scheme" in this changed international financial envi-
ronment seems quite unlikely. Rather than an infusion of new external
finance, the country now faces the prospect of protracted negative net
transfers.
4Capital Flight:
The Missing Billions
This chapter presents evidence that a substantial fraction of Philip-
pine external borrowing abroad was "recycled" out from the country via
capital flight, or what Filipinos often refer to as "dollar salting."
The best-publicized instances of capital flight from the Philippines
involve the assets of ex-President Marcos, his family, and his close asso-
ciates. 1 But Philippine capital flight was not restricted to members of the
ruling family and their friends. The first Finance Minister of the Aquino
government, the late Jaime Ongpin, told a group of bankers in 1986 that
"every successful businessman, lawyer, accountant, doctor, and dentist I
know has some form of cash or assets which he began to squirrel abroad
after Marcos declared martial law in 1972 and, in the process, frightened
every Filipino who had anything to lose" (Shaplen 1986, p. 61).
The Philippines was not unusual in this respect. Many Asian, Latin
American, and African countries experienced large-scale capital flight in
the 1970s and 1980s even as they accumulated large external debts.
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (1986) estimates that capital flight from
18 major Third World countries totalled US$198 billion from 1976 to
1. Estimatesof the amountof capitalexportedby Marcosandhis associatesvary
widely. Pressreports in July 1988indicatedthat Marcoshad offeredto repatriateUS$5
billionto the Philippinesin returnfor the rightto returnto the countryandbe exemptfrom
criminalprosecution('MarcosBids$5 Billionto Returnto Philippines',LosAngelesTimes,
July 26, 1988).On the searchfor Marcos'shiddenwealth, see, for example,WGBH
EducationalFoundation(1987).
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Table 8
RATIO OF CAPITAL FLIGHT TO EXTERNAL DEBT, SELECTED COUNTRIES
External debt fRatio of capital flight to external debt x outstanding,
end-19862
Country Morgan Guaranty Dooley Khan & U1 Haque (US$billion)
(1976-85) (to 1983) (1974-82)
Argentina 0.62 0.61 0.72 55.2
Brazil 0.12 0.08 0.04 115.4
Mexico 0.71 0.44 0.34 109.6 iiiiii
Venezuela 1_15 0.77 0.49 42.5 Ii_i_i
In don esia 0.19 NA NA 42.2 iiiiii
Korea 0.30 0,27 0.22 54.4 iiiili
Malaysia 0_63 NA NA 22.9 ::iiiiii
Philippines 0.39 0.30 0_36 27.2 iiiil
NA = Not available.
Notes: 1. Ratios differ due to differences in time periods covered aJad in measures
employed; see original sources for details. All are likely to be underesti-
mates in that they omit interest earnings on flight capital.
2. OECD estimates.
Sources: Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (1986, p. 13); Dooley (1986, p. 17); Khan
and U1 Haque (1987, p. 4); OECD (1987, Table 1).
1985. During the same period the total external indebtedness of these
countries rose by US$451 billion?
Several estimates of the ratio of cumulative capital flight to external
debt for major Latin American and Asian debtor countries are reported
in Table 8. As a fraction of external debt, Philippine capital flight ap-
pears to have exceeded that of Brazil, Korea, and Indonesia, but it was
less than that of Argentina, Venezuela, Malaysia, and possibly Mexico.
A noteworthy feature of the estimates in Table 8, and virtually all
commonly-cited estimates of capital flight, is that the reported cumula-
2. The countries included were Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, South Korea,
Thailand, Uruguay, and Venezuela. For other estimates, see Dooley et aL (1986), Dooley
(1986), Cumby and Levich (1987), Khan and ul Haque (1987), and Pastor (1990)_
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tive totals are simply the summation of nominal annual flows, with no
adjustment for inflation or interest earnings on externally held assets.
That is, a dollar that left the Philippines or Mexico in, say, 1975, is valued
the same as a dollar that left in 1986. Such cumulative totals substan-
tially understate the real value of flight capital, imparting a downward
bias to the ratios reported in the table. This bias and others are corrected
in measures of Philippine capital flight derived in this chapter.
The chapter is organized as follows. The first part discusses the
concept of capital flight. This is followed by an enumeration of some
mechanisms by which capital fled the Philippines. Annual measures of
capital flight are then presented. These indicate that the cumulative
flight in the 1962-86 period totalled to US$13.5 billion in 1986 dollars.
With imputed interest earnings, the stock of Philippine flight capital
amounted to US$19.9 billion, equivalent to 70 percent of the country's
external debt outstanding. The causes of this capital flight are explored
in Chapter 5.
The Concept of 'Capital Flight'
Capital is mobile, albeit not perfectly so. As a whole, cumulated
gross external liabilities worldwide from 1977 to 1983 amounted to
US$2621 billion? What portion of these liabilities should be considered
"capital flight" is a matter of debate.
Capital flight is here defined as the movement of private capital
from one jurisdiction to another in order to reduce the actual or potential
level of social control over that capital. Within a country, capital can flee a
particular province or region to escape legal or other social constraints.
International capital flight, the object of this study, refers to such move-
ments of capital from one sovereign nation to another.
This definition is close to that advanced by several contributors to
the recent literature on the subject. Dooley (1986, p. 15), for example,
defines capital flight as those capital outflows which are "motivated by
the desire of residents to obtain financial assets and earnings on those
assets which remain outside the control of the domestic authorities."
Similarly, Deppler and Williamson (1987, pp. 41) write that the "prob-
lem with capital flight is that resources escape those who seek to exercise
some degree of control over how the funds may be used."
This concept of capital flight rests upon the proposition that private
control over capital is seldom absolute. Rather, it is circumscribed by a
3. IMF (1987b,Table3, p. 13).At the sametime,the reportedincreasein cumu-
lated externalassetswas US$2324billion_In other words,nearly US$300billionof re-
cordedinflows(liabilities)were unmatchedby recordedoutflows(assets).
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range of social controls. Some of these social controls are codified in
existing laws. Examples include taxation; exchange controls which re-
strict the free exit of capital from the country; and regulations on the uses
of capital. Social controls also include societal norms and expectations
which, though not formalized in law, constrain individual control over
capital, as well as extra-legal exactions by governmental or non-govern-
mental authorities. Moreover, there is always a potential for further social
controls to be extended should economic or political circumstances _:hange.
This risk itself constitutes a further dimension of social control over private
capital.
The phenomenon of capital flight thus arises from the fact that
control over capital is contested. 4 Absolute private control, unfettered by
social control, is the exception rather than the rule. The degree and
nature of social control differs among nations, and it is this differential
which triggers capital flight. 5
Capital flight is sometimes contrasted to "nornlal" capital outflows
motivated by higher expected returns or portfolio diversification (see
Cumby and Levich 1987, pp. 30-1). But while capital flight may be a
response to abnormal circumstances, it is not an abnormal activity. As
Lessard and Williamson (1987, p. 201) remark, capital flight is "the result
of individual agents reacting in the way that is posited as rational by
economic theory and accepted as normal in industrial countries."
Whether capital flight is regarded as socially beneficial or harmful
depends, of course, on one's notion of social welfare. Judgments are
likely to vary from case to case according to the specifi c circumstances.
One may, for example, laud the flight of capital from Nazi Germany, but
deplore the export of capital by a dictator in anticipation of his future
retirement.
In theory, efforts by private owners of capital to reduce social control
over their assets can be distinguished from efforts to increase the rate of
return on those assets. 6 Indeed, as Walter (1987, p. 105) observes, one
cost of the confidentiality obtained through capital flight may be a lower
4. This phenomenonof "contestedendowments"is akin to "contestedexchange"
(onwhichsee Bowlesand Gintis1988).
5. In recentyearsinternationalcompetitionfor fundsamong"haven"countrieshas
contributedto furtherlooseningof taxationonnonresidentinvestmentincome.See Lessard
and Williamson(1987,pp. 240-1).
6. Considerthe differencebetweena shiftfromlocalcurrencyintodomestically-held
dollarsin anticipationof a devaluationandthe exportof capitaloutof the country.Dollari-
zation could protectthe asset owner'srate of return,without the loss of socialcontrol
involvedin capital flight. This was the Philippine§ovemment'srationalefor permitting
commercialand foreignbanksto set up ForeignCurrencyDepositUnitsoperatingunder
CB CircularNos.343and547. The difficultiesinherentin sucha distinctionweredemon-
stratedin Mexicowhendollar-indexedfinancialinstruments('Mex-dollars')were declared
inconvertibleat the free marketratewhen thatcountry'sdebtcrisis brokein August1982
(Zedillo1987,p. 182).
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expected rate of return. In practice, the two motives are often conflated,
thus making it difficult to distinguish capital flight from the broader
concept of "resident capital outflow", which comprises all private, non-
banking system capital exports. Moreover, the flight and non-flight
motives for capital outflows may be mutually reinforcing. For example,
capital flight contributes to pressure on the exchange rate, which in turn
may spark efforts to increase the rate of return on assets via dollariza-
tion. This would add pressure on the peso-dollar rate, and if this in turn
increases the probability of greater social controls on private capital,
further capital flight could resu.lt.
The export of capital from the Philippines occurred for the most
part in violation of Philippine law. The boundary between legal and
illegal transfers is fuzzy, however, since a number of "laws" were made
and modified by secret presidential decrees. 7 As a US congressional
staffer told journalists, "Marcos could have exempted his friends from
any one of the regulations, and you'd never be able to tell" (Carey and
Ellison 1985).
In such a setting, the problem of distinguishing capital flight from
other capital movements is simplified: virtually all resident capital
outflows can be classified as capital flight by virtue of their illegality.
The diminution of social control over capital may not have been the sole
motivation for capital flight, but it was one intended effect.
Mechanisms of Capital Flight
The process of capital flight involves two necessary steps: the
acquisition of hard currency; and the exit of capital from the CountTy.
These can be accomplished by a number of mechanisms, including the
following:
Cash transfers
The physical transfer of cash or other monetary instruments pay-
able to the bearer (such as traveller's checks or cashier's checks) is one
mechanism of capital flight. In the case of the Philippines, the main
currency transferred is reportedly US dollars, which are exchanged for
pesos on the black market by tourists, visiting businessmen, US military
personnel, and Philippine residents working abroad. _ At least until the
7. Presidentialdecreesin the early 1970sand again in 1983 made it illegalto
expertlargeamountsof cashor to holdforeignexchangeaccountswithoutCB approval.
For details regardingcurrencytransferabilityrestrictions,see Cowitt (1985, pp. 669-70).
The legal situationwas differentin the mid_1960s,when Philippineresidentslived "under
a nearlyliberalcurrencycontrolsystem"(Pick1968,p.417).
8. Exportsof pesosare less common,althoughthere is a rnarketfor Philippine
currencyin HongKong.
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early 1980s, dollars were reportedly al_ _ld on the Binondo black market
by the government-owned PNB. "The primary motivation behind such
action," according to Thompson and Slayton (1985, p. 72), "was to hurt
black market traders and to facilitate their 'financial cooperation' with
certain highly-placed government officials."
Having acquired dollars in the Philippines, the physical transfer
can be achieved in three principal ways: 1) via personal smuggling; 2)
via the use of hired couriers who charge a fee - Carey and Ellison (1985)
report a figure of five percent - for guiding the money past customs
officials; and 3) via the mails. 9 Newspaper reports indicated that follow-
ing the Aquino assassination in 1983 as much as US$3 million per day
was leaving the Philippines through the Manila airport (Carey and Elli-
son 1985).
A variant on the cash transfer mechanism is the wire transmission
services provided by the black marketeers based in Manila's Binondo
district, who are known collectively as the "Binondo Central Bank." The
Binondo bankers acquire dollars on the black market and smuggle them
to Hong Kong for deposit in major banks. An individual can provide
pesos to a Binondo intermediary, who instructs a Hong Kong bank to
wire dollars to the customer's over,as account. The customer then
confirn_s that the deposit was made by contacting his or her overseas
bank.:°
False invoicing of exports and imports
Manipulation of trade invoices provides another important mecha-
nism of capital flight. Exporters of goods from the Philipigines are re-
quired by law to surrender their foreign currency earnings to the govern-
ment for conversion into pesos. To circumvent this requirement and
accumulate foreign currency abroad, the exporter can understate the true
price or quantity of the goods in question on the invoice. The difference
between the invoice value and the actual value is then deposited abroad.
In the case of imports, the same objective can be achieved through
overinvoicing: the importer takes an invoice with an inflated value to
the Central Bank to obtain the necessary foreign exchange, which is then
transferred to the supplier, who in turn deposits the difference in accor_
dance with the importer's instructions.
False invoicing is widely believed to have been a major avenue for
Philippine capital flight. Cowitt (1985, p. 675) reports that "underinvo-
9. Careyand Ellison(1985)reporta case inwhichDeak& Company'sSan Fran-
ciscoofficereceivedUS$11millionsent fromthe Philippinesin envelopesmarked"docu-
ments";thecompanywasconvictedof bankinglawviolationsby USfederalcourtfor failing
to reportthe transaction.
10. Thisprocessis describedby Careyand Ellisen(1985),who reportthat former
DefenseMinisterJuan PonceEnrilewasamongthosewhousedthe Binondotransmitters.
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icing of exports and overinvoicing of imports represented a major part of
the trade [in the foreign currency black market], while banknote smug-
gling accounted for less than 10 percent."
Kickbacks :
The provision of kickbacks on import contracts, referred to in polite
company as "commissions," is similar in effect to import overinvoicing.
In this case, the foreign supplier pays an individual a portion of its
proceeds from the .sale of goods or services to the Philippines. The
exchange occurs abroad, but the ultimate source of the hard currency is
the payment for the imports in question. Perhaps the most famous
example of this in the Philippines is the US$80 million paid to Herminio
Disini by Westinghouse Corporation "for assistance in obtaining the
contract and for implementation services" in the sale of a nuclear power
plant to the Philippine government. A lawyer who worked on the contract
for the supply of the power plant told The New York Times:
There was nothing illegal about this contract. But if you look
at the terms closely, you will see that the price of the equip-
ment being sold to the Philippines was inflated, as a way to
cover the cost of the fees to Disini.
in a memo to President Marcus, the Secretary of Industry of the
Philippines described the transaction as "one reactor for the price of
two. 'ql
Another documented example is the purchase of telecommunica-
tions equipment, financed by the US government's Foreign Military Sales
program, from shell companies which in turn obtained "sham marketing
contracts" with the actual producers "in order to kick back between 35
percent and 50 percent of their proceeds" (Pasztor 1987). _:
Inter-bank transfers
The role of inter-bank transfers in capital flight is among the most
controversial aspects of the phenomenon, particularly in countries such
as the Philippines which have capital controls aimed at limiting outflows
11. The Times reportedthat95 percentof Disini'sfeeswere then transferredto
Marcos (Butterfield1986). Criminal investigationsof the paymentsby the US Justice
Departmentwere droppedwithoutbringingcharges(Pasztor1987).Furtherdetailson the
financialnegotiationsleadingto the reactorsale arereportedby Bello,Hayes,andZarsky
(1979,pp. 9 -10), and Dumaine(1986).
12. FormerPhilippinearmedforcescommanderGeneralFabianVer is reportedto
be."a principalsubject"of continuinggrandjury investigationsinto this case. See also
Ellisonand Carey(1985).
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of foreign exchange. Local banks, or local affiliates of foreign banks,
have the ability both to provide foreign exchange and to transfer it to
designated recipients abroad; the only problem is that this is often illegal.
Walter (1987, p. 115) asserts that "banks of international standing
tend to avoid direct involvement in the capital flight process itself." More
precisely, they seek to preserve what in the US political lexicon is termed
"deniability":
They generally have multiple domestic and foreign relation-
ships with govermnents, public- and private-sector entities,
individuals and multinational firms, and exposure, especially
of illegal capital flight activities, is likely to lead to business
losses greater than prospective gains.
Subject to this constraint, however, the banks are by no means averse to
flight capital:
[A]II such institutions will actively solicit fiduciary and other
business from individuals and institutions engaged in capital
flight once the assets are safely offshore. They will also as-
siduously cultivate the various clients involved. In that sense
they may help to reduce information and transaction costs.
While the first-tier banks "will tend to stay well clear of illegal acts,"
Walter notes that "among the foreign-based financial institutions there
are plenty of second-tier players and shady operators who have far fewer
long-term stakes in the game, and are more than willing to turn a fast
profit at the edge of the law or ethical behavior. "13
One variant of the inter-bank transfer mechanism is the "hidden
deposit" placed by a Philippine resident in the local branch of a domestic
or international bank with overseas branches:
He or she deposits US$115 in the Philippine branch and makes
a private agreement with the bank never to withdraw that
money. The bank then provides the depositor with a US$100
loan from an overseas branch of the bank.
13. Amongsuch"second-tier"institutionswastheAustralia-basedNuganHandBank,
whoseManilarepresentativewas GeneralLeRoyManor,the formercommanderof US
militarybasesin the Philippines,who negotiatedtheir renewalwith the Philippinegovern-
ment.in1979.NuganHand'sknownclientsincludedElizabethMarcos(sisterof the Presi-
dent)andherhusbandLudwigRocka,who depositedUS$3.5millionwiththe bankaccord-
ingto recordsfoundafter its collapsein 1980.See Kwitny(1987,pp.34-7, 186-93).Affi-
davitsfiledwitl3the PhilippinePresidentialCommissionon GoodGovernmentindicatethat
PresidentMarcoshimselfdepositedUS$51.8millionin HongKongbetween1981and1985
via inter-banktransfersby the SecurityBank & TrustCompany;anddocumentsfoundin
Malaca6ang•Palace indicate that Marc_sfundswere also transferredabroadvia th_
TradersRoyalBank(Malone1987,pp. 29, 31).
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The bank profits by the difference between the amount deposited and
the amount "loaned," and through "tax advantages it gains by having an
outstanding loan in its overseas branch" (Carey and Ellison 1985).
The Measurement of Capital Flight
The measurement of capital flight requires statistical detective work,
for as Lessard and Williamson (1987, p. 205) remark, the individuals
involved "are unlikely to make a point of informing the compilers of
balance of payments statistics of their actions."
The capital flight estimates reported below differ from previous
estimates in several respects: they span a longer period of time; they are
based upon more complete estimates of the country's external debt
outstanding; they include adjustments for changes in debt outstanding
arising from fluctuations in the yen/dollar exchange rate; they incorpo-
rate the net effect of misinvoicing of exports and imports; and they
calculate the cumulative stock of flight capital in real terms and with
imputed interest earnings.
The residual and "hot money" measures
Most of the recent literature on capital flight employs one of two
measurement techniques, i
The residual measure. The most widely used measure begins with
annual changes in the country's total external debt outstanding, includ-
ing gross banking system liabilities. Various non-flight uses of this
external finance are then deducted, and the residual is taken as a meas-
ure of capital flight. In most cases, this measure is calculated as changes
in gross foreign debt minus the net direct investment outflow, the cur-
rent account deficit, and increases in official reserves. 1_ The relevant data
for the Philippines are reported in Table 9.
One problem with residual measures of capital flight is that the
dollar value of external debt outstanding is affected by exchange rate
variations among the currencies in which the debt is denominated. In
the case of the Philippines, where a substantial fraction of the debt is
owed in Japanese yen, the dollar value of the external debt rises as the
yen appreciates against the dollar, and declines as it depreciates. Such
variations contribute to the year-to-year changes in external debt out-
standing reported in Table 4.
14. See, for example.Diaz-Alejandro(1984,pp. 362_3),Sachs(1984,p. 397), the
Bankfor InternationalSettlements(1984,p. 101),Erbe(1985),andthe WB (1985a,p. 64).
In keepingwith the usual practicein the literature,direct investmentoutflowsfrom the
Philippinesare treatedhere as non-flightcapital..The definitionof capitalflightproposed
abovedoes not, however,necessarilyexcludedirect investmentoutflows.In the present
instance,the quantitiesinvolvedare so small that theirtreatmentmakeslittle difference.
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Table 9
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL DEBT AND NON-FLIGHT USES
OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE, 1962-1986
(US$ million)
Year Change in Yen/ Foreign exchange outflows _
external dollar
debt adjust- Current acconnt deficit Net Increase Increase
out- ment z direct in official in corn-
standing Non- Net invest- reserv_ inertial
Total invest- invest- ment banks )
merit merit external
income income assets
1962 0 0 -30 -47 17 3 21 -19
1963 20 0 -182 -199 17 4 23 I7
1964 100 0 -85 -111 26 4 16 -7
1965 320 0 -137 -168 31 10 67 37
1966 110 0 -161 -198 37 15 -12 45
1967 370 0 25 -51 76 9 -25 4
1968 210 0 250 153 97 3 -74 24
1969 340 0 253 175 78 -6 -81 -26
1970 470 0 48 -82 130 29 46 _9
1971 90 27 2 -99 I01 4 97 25
1972 340 5 -7 -132 126 22 184 168
1973 160 22 -474 -588 113 -64 668 320
1974 870 -29 207 153 54 40 591 329
1975 1180 -10 924 798 126 -124 -16 117
1976 1830 27 1102 849 .253 -142 _57 -405
1977 1300 146 755 422 333 -215 -,30 -77
1W8 2620 185 1093 687 406 -100 876 394
I979 2660 -300 1496 932 565 -21 376 403
1980 3900 357 1901 1069 832 103 960 816
198I 3640 -164 2089 1047 1042 -176 -349 -29
1982 3790 -176 3198 1372 1826 -17 -703 207
1983 140 38 2753 977 1 776 -11 ] -2044 -710
1984 600 -325 1257 -848 2104 -6 263 122
I985 830 1155 26 -1975 2002 -20 -123 -68
1986 2010 1298 -991 -2941 1950 -140 1111 39
Cumulative
totals:
1962-69 1470 0 -67 -446 379 42 -65 75
1970-75 3110 15 700 49 651 -94 1569 950
1975-$0 12310 415 6346 3958 2388 -375 2125 1131
1981-86 11010 1826 8332 -2367 10699 -469 -1845 -439
1962-86 27900 22.55 15311 1194 14117 -896 1784 7717
Notes: 1. Including gross external liabilities of the banking system.
2. Ad_astment for appreciation (+) or depreciation (-) of yen-denominated debt.
3. Outflows positive, inflows negative (opposite of balance of payments sign
convention).
Sources: Change in exterI_al debt outstanding from Table 4.
Yen/dollar adjustment based upon percentage share of Japanese in total liabilities
from N_DA (1976, pp, 400-1; 1986, pp. 606-7) and unpublished Cen_aI Bank data, and
exchange rates reported in IFS (1987, pp. 424-5).
Current account deficit, net direct investment, and change in reserves from Table Z1;
commercial banks' external assets from IMF, International Financial Statistics, 1987, pp.
558-9, line 7a.d.
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Precise data on the currency composition of the Philippine external
debt are not available, but NEDA data permit the calculation of the share
of debt to Japanese private and official creditors35 Multiplying this
percentage by total external debt yields an estimate of the dollar value of
yen-denominated debt at the end of each year. The yen/dollar adjust-
ment factor reported in Table 9 is the change in the dollar value of the
previous year's yen-denominated debt when revalued at the end-of-year
exchange rate. The adjustment was zero in the 1960s, when the yen
share of total debt was relatively low and the yen/dollar rate relatively
stable, and largest in 1985 and 1986, when the yen appreciated strongly.
The residual measure of capital flight reported in Table 10 incorpo-
rates this yen/dOllar adjustment. The arithmetic by which this measure
is derived can be traced in Table 9. The total increase in external debt
outstanding in this period was US$27.9 billion; of this, US$2.3 billion was
attributable to the rise in the dollar value of yen-denominated debt, for
an adjusted inflow of US$25.6 billion. In addition, direct investment
contributed a net inflow of US$0.9 billion. The adjusted 'gross capital
inflow' was thus US$26.5 billion. Of this amount, US$1.2 billion covered
the cumula rive deficit on the non-investment income portion of the current
account. A further US$14.1 billion covered net investment income
payments, primarily interest payments on the external debt itself. Net
additions to the country's official reserves amounted to US$1.8 billion.
The remainder - US$9.4 billion - is the residual estimate of capital flight. 1_
A more restrictive variant of the residual measure excludes the
external assets accumulated by the country's commercial banksS Phil-
ippine commercial banks accumulated US$1.7 billion in external assets
over the 1962-86 period; deducting these the total capital flight estimate
would be US$7.7 billion. There is no convincing reason, however, to
assume that banks cannot engage in capital flight, and hence following
15. NEDA(1974,pp. 280-1;1976,pp.398-9;1986,pp. 606-7).Thisshareaveraged
approximately10percentin theperiodas a whole,androse overtime. Unpublisheddata
furnishedby the CentralBank indicatethat 25.7 percentof foreign exchangeliabilities,
excludingliabilitiesto multilateralagencies,wereto Japanat endof 1985;this is equivalent
to 20 percentof total liabilities.
16. Thisestimateis reasonablyconsistentwith thosereportedfor the Philippinesby
othersources;for a review,see Boyceand Zarsky(1988,AppendixB).
17. This is _themeasureusedby the MorganGuarantyTrustCompanyof NewYork
(1986)in itswidelyreportedcapitalflightestimates.TheMorganGuarantyestimatesfor the
Philippinesare US$7billionin the period1976-82anda.furtherUS$2billion in 1983-85;
thesearesomewhathigherthanthecorrespondingestimatesof U_S$6.2billionandUS$0.6
billionreportedinTable 10.Thereasonfor thediscrepancyis notclear,but it maybe due
to differentdebtestimatesusedby MorganGuarantyand/orto a slightlydifferentdefinition
of bankingsystemexternalassets.Cumbyand Levich(1987,pp. 60-1)andLessardand
Williamson(1987, p. 206) report an estimateof US$3.7billion by this methodfor the
years1976-84(versusUS$5.7billionreportedhere);their lowerfigurearisesfromanerror
(amountingto US$639million)in their recordingof bankingsystemforeignassets for the
year 1983,andto their lowerdebt estimates.
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Table 10
CAPITAL FLIGHT: RESIDUAL AND HOT MONEY MEASURES
(WITHOUT ADJUSTMENTS)
(US$ million)
Year Residual measure x Hot
Inclusive Non-bank m°ney2
1962 6 25 8
1963 175 158 130
1964 165 172 160
1965 380 343 191
1966 268 223 73
1967 361 357 60
1968 31 7 129
1969 174 200 117
1970 347 356 158
1971 -41 -66 99
1972 136 -32 104
1973 10 -310 25
1974 62 -267 120
1975 406 289 220
1976 900 1305 460
1977 645 722 127
1978 566 172 227
1979 1108 705 643
1980 579 -237 267
1981 2240 2269 1205
1982 1487 1280 734
1983 495 215 248
1984 -589 -711 -197
1985 -208 -140 -248
1986 732 693 506
Cumulative
Totals:
1962-69 1560 1485 868
1970-75 920 -30 727
1976-80 3798 2667 1724
1981-86 3167 3606 2248
1962-86 9446 7729 5567
Notes: 1. Residual measures calculated from data in Table 9:
"Inclusive" -- Increase in external debt outstanding minus yen/dollar ad-
justment minus current account deficit minus net direct investment outflow
minus increase in official reserves.
"Non-bank" = Inclusive measure minus increase in commercial banks"
external assets.
2. Hot money = Sum of "other short-term capital of other sectors: other assets'
(or equivalent entries in earlier years) plus 'net errors and omissions', as
reported in IMF, Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbooks.
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the usual practice, their external assets are included in the residual
measure developed hereY
The residual measures in Table 10 are incomplete in that they
exclude capital flight through false trade invoicing and the interest earn-
ings of flight capital. Adjustments for these are considered below.
The "hot money" measure. The second measure of capital flight is
relatively narrow: the sum of net errors and omissions plus certain
private, non-bank short-term capital movements as recorded in the bal-
ance of payments. The aim is to capture only highly liquid "speculative"
capital outflows; errors and omissions are included "because of the
widespread belief that [they] largely reflect unrecorded short-term capi-
tal flows ''_
This measure is excessively restrictive since, as Deppler and Wil-
liamson (1987, p. 43) observe, long-term assets such as ,Tquities and real
estate "may be relatively close substitutes" for short-term assets. Even
if the aim is to focus only upon the "hot" component of flight capital,
which moves most quickly in response to changing economic and politi-
cal conditions, the measure may be too narrow. As Cumby and Levich
(1987, p. 35) remark: "In today's international financial markets there is
very little loss of liquidity associated with acquiring long-term bonds
(especially US government bonds, corporate bonds traded on US mar-
kets, or Eurobonds) or equities." The hot money measure can thus be
regarded as an estimate of the lower bound on total capital flight.
The application of this measure to the Philippines yields the "hot
money" estimate reported in the final column of Table 10. 2° Net outflows
(here bearing a positive sign) were recorded every year except 1984 and
18. Cumby and Levich (1987, pp. 32-33) question whether there is sound "justifica-
tion for treating the banking system differently from other firms and individuals." Cuddington
(1986, p. 4, n. 2) offers the rationale that "the central bank directly or indirectly controls a
large fraction of commercial banks' foreign assets in many developing countries." In the
Philippines, government financial institutions (such as the PNB and DBP)-and "political
banks" enjoying a "special relationship with the group in government" accounted for more
than half of the total assets of the commercial banking system in 1982 (De Dios et aL 1984,
p. 38). The degree of social control over the external assets of the commercial banking
system is hence open to doubt. As Patrick and Moreno (1985, p_363) observe, the political
power of major financial groups implies that "they do not have to take as given the rules
of the economic game as determined by government." In the Philippine case, the more
inclusive measure of capital flight thus seems preferable to the non-bank measure.
19. Cuddington (1986, pp_2-3). Indeed, "net errors and omissions" are reported as
a subheading under 'Short-Term Capital' in the "analytic presentation" for the Philippines
in some issues of the IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook; see, for example, Vol_ 28
(1977), p. 489. The IMF (1977, p. 51) states that this practice is followed when "there is
evidence to suggest that the variations reflectmostly unrecorded short-term movements of
capital." Dornbusch (1985, pp. 227-9) employs a similar definition of capital flight.
20. This measure includes, in addition to net errors and omissions, those short-term,
non-bank private capital movements recorded as "other assets" or "other liabilities" in the
balance of payments. Entries under the heading 'other loans received' (which correspond
to entries under the heading 'trade credits' in earlier volumes) are excluded, since these
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1985, with a peak of US$1.2 billion in 1981. The cumulative (nominal)
outflow by this measure, with no adjustment for inflation or interest
earnings on externally held assets, was US$5.6 billion, of which US$4.0
billion fled from 1976 to 1986. Notwithstanding the narrowness of this
measure, the volume of capital flight it captures is thus quite substantial.
Misinvoicing adjustment
A problem with both of the usual capital flight measures is that
they fail to incorporate the effects of false trade invoicing. The underin-
voicing of exports and overinvoicing of imports are widely believed to
be important vehicles for capital flight. Such practices would inflate the
trade and current account deficits, leading to underestimation of capital
flight by the residual and "hot money" measures.
At the same time, however, "technical smuggling" via underinvoic-
ing of imports, and "pure smuggling" in which legal import channels are
bypassed completely, are also reported to have been widespread in the
Philippines. The motive in this case is the evasion of tariff and other
import barriers. Smuggling has the opposite effect: understatement of
the trade and current account deficits, and overstatement of capital flight,
as funds which appear to have fled the country are in fact used to finance
unrecorded imports.
The net impact of trade misinvoicing on estimated Capital flight is
the sum of these two contradictory effects. Its direction and magnitude
cannot be judged on a priori grounds, but the net effect can be estimated
by means of trading partner data comparisons.
Table 11 presents annual estimates of the net impact.of misinvoic-
ing for the period under review. These are based on comparisons of
trade flows as recorded by the Philippines and its industrial country
trading partners, as reported in the IMF's Direction of Trade Yearbooks. In
1986, for example, the Philippines reported exports to the US as having
a total value of US$1.71 billion, while the US reported imports from the
Philippines with a total value of US$2.15 billion. Adjusting for freight
and insurance costs (using the Philippine fob/cif ratio reported annually
in the IMF's International Financial Statistics), the comparison indicates
that Philippine exports to the US were underinvoiced by US$320 million
in that year. Total discrepancies for industrial country trading partners
are scaled upwards (by their ratios to total Philippine exports and imports
in a given year) to generate the global estimates reported in the table. 21
primarilyrefertotradefinancing.ThesametechniqueisusedbyCumbyandLevich(1987,
pp.60-1) intheircalculationof theCuddingtonmeasurefor the Philippinesfor theyears1976-1984.
21. Thismethodologyreliesontheassumptionthatthetradedatareportedbythe
industrialcountriesare reasonablyaccurate.Gulati(1987,p. 70),whoemploysthesame
technique,reportsthattradedatacomparisonsamongtheindustrialcountriesindicatethat
thisassumptionis =forthe mostpartrealistic."
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Table 11
TRADE INVOICING DISCREPANCIES, 1962-1986
(US$ million)
Capital flight
Year Export Import misinvoicin_
discrepancy 1 discrepancy 2 adjustmenP
1962 81 51 30
1963 -3 2O9 -212
1964 37 161 -124
1965 29 183 -155
1966 72 184 -111
1967 144 223 -79
1968 178 305 q27
1969 305 312 -7
1970 129 319 -190
1971 112 286 -174
1972 101 248 -147
1973 -46 298 -344
1974 63 -32 96
1975 458 203 255
1976 133 253 -121
1977 25O 266 -16
1978 438 659 -221
1979 593 640 47
1980 949 623 326
1981 1071 593 477
1982 1181 541 640
1983 870 1194 -324
1984 1395 803 592
1985 1516 886 63O
1986 1223 923 300
Total 11277 1(3332 945
Notes: 1. Export discrepancy =- Trading partners' imports from the Philippines -
(recorded Philippine exports x cif/fob factor).
2. Import discrepancy = (Trading partners" exports to the Philippines x cif/fob
factor) - recorded Philippine imports.
3_ Misinvoicing adjustment = Export discrepancy - import discrepancy.
Sources: IMF, Direction of Trade Yearbooks; cif/fob factors from IMF, International
• Financial Statistics 1987, pp. 126-7.
(For method of calculation, see text.)
On the export side, the data reveal a consistent pattern of underin-
voicing. In all but two of the 25 years, the value of imports from the
Philippines recorded by its trading partners exceeded the value of ex-
ports (adjusted for shipping costs) recorded by the Philippines. As a
whole, the average discrepancy during the period was equivalent to 13
percent of the recorded value of exports; in the 1980s it rose to 24 per-
cent, or nearly US$1.2 billion per year. 22
22. Exports to the Philippines top three trading partners - the United States, Japan,
and West Germany - were underinvoiced by averages of seven percent, 20 percent, and
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On the import side, the data reveal consistent under- rather than
overinvoicing. This indicates that capital flight through import overin-
voicing was exceeded in magnitude by smuggling through underinvoic-
ing or non-reporting of imports. The average net discrepancy was
equivalent to 15 percent of the recorded value of imports;in the 1980s it
fell to 11 percent. 23
In the 1960,3, the misinvoicing adjustment to capital flight estimates
is downward: the impact of smuggling swamped not only i_nport
overinvoicing but export underinvoicing as well. In the 1970s, the picture
is mixed, with export underinvoicing exceeding the net import underin-
voicing in two years and almost equalling it in two others. In the 1980s,
the capital flight effect generally overwhelmed the smuggling effect,
necessitating upward adjustments of our previous capital flight estimates.
The misinvoicing adjustment consequently has a noticeable impact upon
the time trend of capital flight. Its net effect upon total estimated nominal
capital flight in 1962-86 is an additional US$945 million.
It should be emphasized that this fairly modest total does not imply
that trade invoice manipulation has been a relatively unimportant mecha-
nism of capital flight. On the contrary, in the period as a whole, export
underinvoicing alone amounted to US$11 billion. The misinvoicing
adjustment captures the net effect of: (1) capital flight via false trade
invoicing; and (2) the use of unrecorded capital outflows to finance the
undeclared portion of Philippine imports. 24 It is quite possible that cash
and wire transfers were major mechanisms for undeclared import fi-
nance, while export underinvoicing and import overinvoicing were sig-
nificant vehicles of capital flight.
Inflation and interest adjustments
Table 12 presents two alternative summary estimates of capital flight
from the Philippines. Measure A is the residual measure reported in
Table 10 plus the misinvoicing adjustment reported in Table 11. Meas-
ure B is the 'hot money' measure reported in Table 10 plus the misinvo-
icing adjustment. Measure A is the more comprehensive of the two.
Measure B is reported as a minimal alternative estimate. In nominal
terms, total capital flight from the Philippines from 1962 to 1986 amounted
71 percent,respectively.The extraordinarilyhighfigurefor West Germanymaybe partly
attributableto misidentificationof thefinalexportdestinationasthe Netherlands;tradedata
comparisonsrevealconsistent"overinvoicing"of Philippineexportsto the latter.
23. Importsby the PhilippinesfromtheUS.,Japan,andWestGermanywereunder-
reportedbyaveragesof 12percent,25percent,andfourpercent,respectivelyin the period
as a whole.
24, A notionof the scaleof the lattercanbederivedfromAlano's(1984,pp. 185-
7)estimatethat in the period1965-1978smuggledimportsrepresented29percentof the
value of exportsto the Philippinesas recordedby its tradingpartners.
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Table 12
SUMMARY ESTIMATES OF PHILIPPINE CAPITAL FLIGHT, 1962-1986
(US$ million)
Annual Flow Cumulative
Year stock
Nominal Real (with interest
(current $) (1986 $)i adjustment)2
A B A B A B
1962 36 38 115 121 37 39
1963 -37 -82 -116 -260 1 -43
1964 41 36 130 115 42 -8
1965 226 36 700 113 274 29
1966 157 -38 471 -115 448 -9
1967 282 -19 846 -56 756 -29
1968 -96 2 -280 6 698 -28
1969 167 110 470 309 917 84
1970 157 -32 425 -88 1138 56
1971 -215 -75 -565 -197 967 -18
1972 -12 -43 -29 -109 995 -63
1973 -334 -319 -744 -710 719 -398
1974 158 216 295 404 939 -205
1975 661 474 1133 814 1674 272
1976 779 339 1277 556 2556 633
1977 628 111 970 171 3336 780
1978 345 6 494 8 3934 842
1979 1061 596 1351 759 5444 1553
1980 905 593 1010 661 7035 2361
1981 2717 1682 2777 1719 113934 44.94
1982 2127 1374 2130 1376 14347 6423
1983 -820 -76 -810 -75 14728 6898
1984 3 395 3 381 16141 7971
1985 422 382 409 371 17787 8965
1986 1032 806 1032 806 19912 10329
Total 10391 6512 13492 7080 (19912) (10.329)
Key: A = Residual measure plus misinvoicing adjustment.
B =- Hot money measure plus misinvoicing adjustment.
Notes: 1. Converted to 1986 dollars using US wholesale price index as reported in
IMF (1987, pp. 698-9).
2. End-of-year cumulative totals, including interest calculated on mid-year
cumulated stock (using short-term US Treasury bill rate as reported in IMF,
1987, pp. 698-9).
to US$10.4 billion by the former measure, and US$6.5 billion by the
latter.
The magnitude of capital flight (relative, for example, to the country's
US$28.3 billion external debt outstanding at the end of 1986) can be
better appreciated by imputing interest earnings to derive the cumula-
tive stock of flight capital, or alternatively by converting the annual flows
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Figure 2
EXTERNAL DEBT INFLOWS AND CAPITAL FLIGHT, 1962-1986
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Sources: See Tables 12 and 16
into real terms. Both adjustments are reported in Table 12. The interest
adjustment is made using the short-term US Treasury bill rate 2swhile the
inflation adjustment is made using the US wholesale price index. Capital
flight by measure A in the 1962-1986 period, calculated with the inflation
adjustment, totalled US$13.5 billion in 1986 dollars, equivalent to
almost half of the Philippines' external debt outstanding. This is a
conservative estimate in that it assumes that externally held assets earned
zero real interest. With the interest adjustment the total stock of flight
capital amounted to US$19.9 billion, equivalent to 70 percent of the
external debt outstanding.
Concluding remarks
Capital flight from the Philippines, like the country's external debt
problem, did not commence in the mid-1970s. In the eight years preced-
ing the 1970 foreign exchange crisis, capital flight (by measure A)
25.Theactualinterestrateearnedbyflightcapitalis anopenquestion;deVries(1987,
p. 188)consideredthe currentTreasurybill rateof six percentto be a "low"proxyfor the
rate of returnon overseasassets,while a Europeanbanker stated that most foreign
depositorsin Swissbanksreceivednegative interest,"implyingthat theywere willingto
pay a substantialpremiumfor security"(Lessardand Williamson,eds., 1987,p. 83). Nor
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amounted to US$776 million, equivalent to US$2.3 billion in 1986 dollars.
The outflow of flight capital in real terms appears to have peaked in
1975-76 and again in 1981-82 (see Figure 12). At the end of 1986 the
cumulative stock of flight capital was equivalent to a sizeable fraction of
the country's external debt. A key difference, of course, is that the external
debt was largely public, while the external assets were strictly private.
The apparent net inflow of flight capital in 1983 and the relatively
small outflow in 1984 are at variance with the conventional wisdom that
massive capital flight followed the August 1983 Aquino assassination.
One possible explanation is that with the collapse of foreign lending to
the Philippines, an important source of financing for capital flight dried
up. Another is that speculative capital was drawn back to the country by
the very high-interest "Jobo bills" issued by the CB in 1984.
If anything, the capital flight estimates reported here may err on the
conservative side. None of the measures captures capital flight which
occurred through "commissions" or kickbacks paid abroad on import
contracts. Unlike false invoicing, these cannot be detected by trading
partner data comparisons since the kickbacks form part of the purchase
price reported by both parties. If capital flight by this mechanism was
substantial, the estimates reported here may be too low. Similarly, the
practice of export "reinvoicing", whereby Philippine exporters "sell" goods
at a low price to a foreign-based company which in turn resells them at
a higher price to the final buyer, escapes detection. 26 Moreover, insofar
as dollars supplied to the black market are unrecorded in the Philippine
balance of payments, their re-export also escapes detection. 27 In each of
these cases, the current account deficit is in effect overstated, and capital
flight is correspondingly understated.
One measure of the cost of capital flight to the Philippine economy
would be the productive investment which could have been financed
within the country with the same resources. The extent to which indi-
vidual flight capitalists would have undertaken such investments, had
capital flight been blocked as an alternative with all else unchanged, is
is it necessarilythe casethatall capitalsentabroadwassaved;somemaywellhavebeen
usedto financeconsumptionoverseas.TheinterestimputationinTable 12thus shouldbe
regardedas a measureof the opportunitycost of capitalflight,ratherthan of actualaccu-
mulatedexternalassets.
26. Careyand Ellison(1985)reportthat someexportersestablishedfront compa-
nies in HongKongfor this purpose.
27. A furtheravenuefor non-detectablecapitalflightmaybe transactionsbetween
Philippineresidentsworkingabroadwhowishto obtainpesosa[ the blackmarketrate,and
thoseinthe Philippineswhowishto acquiredollarsfortransferabroad.Ratherthansmuggling
dollarsto theirfamiliesin the Philippinesvia "networkof couriers"(as reportedby Cowitt
1985,p. 671), overseasworkerscouldsell doliarsabroadfor pesosat home,eliminating
the costsand risksof currencysmugglingin both directions.I havefoundno referenceto
suchtransac_onsin theliterature,but it is unlikelythat theopportunitiesfor intermediation
have escapedthe noticeof the Binondobankers.
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an open question. It is quite possible that much of the money instead
would have been channeled into unproductive, speculative investment
or the consumption of imported goods. But it is difficult to imagine that
capital flight could have been eliminated while the rest of the country's
political economy remained the same. Hence there are as many answers
to the question of what would have happened in a different setting as
there are varied conceivable settings. No doubt many Filipinos would
have preferred other uses of the missing billions.
5The Kiss of Debt
Philippine policy makers embraced the debt-for-development strat-
egy whose ath-action lay in the positive net transfer. Perhaps they real-
ized that the stage of negative net transfers would eventually dawn.
Perhaps some even anticipated the bitter, morning-after sensation of debt
regret. But the lure of the positive net transfer proved irresistible.
How sweet was the "kiss of debt?" Did the inflows of borrowed
capital allow the people of the Philippines to live, for a time, "beyond
their means," reaping short-term benefits at the price of long-term in-
debtedness? What impact did external borrowing have upon savings,
investment, and growth? Were debt-creating capital inflows a cause of
capital flight, or was it mere coincidence that the two occurred in the
same time period? How did external borrowing affect the character and
role of the Philippine state?
This chapter explores these questions.
Debt and the Current Account Deficit
The usual view of the external debt of Third World countries is that
borrowing on the capital account is a result of current account deficits,
particularly trade deficits. Transactions in goods and services lead, and
capital movements follow.
In discussing the Philippine experiefice in the 1960s, for example,
Baldwin (1975, p. 14) states that imports were ""stimulated by the
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government's easy credit policies and expanded development-oriented
expenditure programs," and that the resulting balance-of-payments
problems "were held off for a few years by extensive foreign borrowing
from official and private sources."
Similarly, referring to the experience of the late 1970s and early
1980s, the WB (1984, pp. i, ii) states that "adverse exogenous develop-
ments ... combined with expansionary demand policies, led to an in-
crease in the country's current account deficit and a rapid accumulation
of external debt." In particular, declining terms of trade and rising interest
payments "were mainly responsible for the increase in the current ac-
count deficit (and consequent debt accumulation) in recent years" (em-
phasis added). In the same vein, Power (1983, p. 12) models external
financing as an "accommodation" to current account deficits resulting
from the gap between external shocks and other adjustments.
Yet it is evident that without capital account surpluses, the current
account deficits which they financed could not have endured for long.
Indeed, an explicit objective of some lending, such as official export credits
and much bilaterM aid, was the promotion of exports from the creditor
countries.
The relationship between current account deficits and capital ac-
count surpluses can thus be interpreted such that causality does not run
in a unilinear fashion from the former to the latter.
Remolona, Mangahas and Pante (1985, p. 1), for example, state:
"The worsening of the current account was due in part to a severe
deterioration in the country's terms of trade and in part to a policy
response that relied heavily on foreign borrowing to the neglect of other
adjustment measures." They Observe (p. 11) that "easy external financ-
ing led to the postponement of required adjustments in the exchange
rates" (or, it might be added, of other non-exchange rate measures to
redress the imbalance).
Montes (1987, p. 4) states that the "foreign exchange bonanza" of
the 1970s resulted in the appreciation of the real effective exchange rate
by 18 percent between 1970 and 1982. He remarks: "This was a period
of increasing overvaluation of the peso, which was made possible, ironi-
caUy, by the consistent support of the IMF and the WB to the country's
economic management."
An examination of trends in the real effective exchange rate of the
peso (or the nominal exchange rates adjusted for inter-country differ-
ences in inflation and weighted among countries by trade share) reveals
that significant real devaluations occurred in 1970 and in 1983 (see Table
2). The extent of overall real devaluation in the 1962-86 period was far
less, however, than that of the nominal exchange rate. Moreover, be-
tween 1970 and 1983 the real effective exchange rate actually appreci-
ated, as Montes observes, notwithstanding growing current account
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deficits. In the 1970s the country's official foreign exchange reserves
grew even as the current account deficit widened. 1 The increase in the
supply of external finance thus exceeded the increase in demand for it
during much of the period of debt-driven growth.
The relationship between forces of supply and demand in post-1973
international lending to Third World countries was considered briefly in
Chapter 2. In the case of the Philippines, Ranis (1984, pp. 6-7) refers to
an "unholy alliance between foreign banks eager to lend and public and
private Filipinos eager to borrow - without much regard to the aUocative
efficiency of the projects." He concludes: "While the Government has
generally responded rather well to the OPEC impact via higher oil prices,
i.e., in terms of its energy policies, the OPEC impact via petro-dollars
seeking an outlet in the "good investment climate" of the Philippines has
thus had much more serious consequences."
It is thus possible to view the Philippine current account deficits as
a result of the country's external borrowing, not only because interest
payments on the debt eventually became a major component of current
account deficits, but also because capital inflows increased the demand
for imports via income and price effects.
In other words, a strong case can be made that in the Philippines
the capital-account tail wagged the current-account dog. 2 While the
apportionment of responsibility for capital flows between the Philippine
borrowers and the foreign lenders is a matter which need not be judged
here, it should suffice to note that the transactions occurred between
mutually consenting adults. On the one hand, there can be little doubt
that "the willingness, and in some cases, the eagerness of commercial
banks to lend to dubious projects after all is one of the root causes of the
debt crisis" (Alburo et al. 1986, pp. 46-7). On the other hand, as Re-
molona, Mangahas and Pante (1985, p. 24) remark, "the public sector
1. SeeTable1, recallingthe balance-of-paymentsconventionthata negativesign
indicatesadditionsto reserves.
2. Wallich(1984)usesthisphrasein a discussionof the UnitedStatesbalanceof
payments.A numberof writershaveput forwardvariantsof thiscapitalaccount-ledview
of the UStrade deficitin the 1980s.Onevariantis the "safe-haven"modeldevelopedby
Dooleyand Isard(1986, 1987),in which capitalflows fromdevelopingcountriesin re-
sponseto variationsin relativeafter-'tax"ratesof return,Branson(1985,p. 50)notesthat
the safe-havenexplanationforthe riseintheUS dollarisbasedupona shiftinthesupply
of fundsto theUS andadducesfromthe riseinrealinterestratesin _ 1980sthat"the
dominanteffectmusthavecomefromthe demandside."In thecaseof theThirdWorld
debtin the 1970s,bycontrast,hebehaviorof realinterestratessupportsthe viewthatthe
supplysidedominated.SeealsoMarris(1985,pp.28-9),andHooperandMann(1987,pp
9-11). Thepotential(if notinevitable)leadingroleof capitalmovementswasquitecleady
recognizedinan earlierera,whenUS economistsarguedagainstEuropeanrepaymentof
postwarcapitalinflowsfromthe US on thegroundsthat,as =thebalanceof tradeand
servicetransactionsadjustedtoaccommodatethechangein investmenti ems"(Lary1946,
p. 678), domesticproductionand fullemploymentwouldbe undermined;for discussion,
seePayer(1990,Ch. 4)_Foran analysisof the roleof capitalaccountmovementsin the
behaviorof currentaccountsin LatinAmerica,seePastor(1989).
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could have exercised more restraint in incurring such debt. "3 Why
borrowers, both public and private, did not exercise more restraint will
be more apparent when we examine the relationship between external
debt and capital flight.
Whatever the relative strength of the causal threads linking exter-
nal debt to current account deficits, the extent to which the debt accumu-
lation can be attributed to excessive spending on imports by Philippine
firms and consumers remains a question. The Philippines ran merchan-
dise trade deficits throughout the 1962-86 period (the only exceptions
being the years 1963 and 1973; see Table 1). When all non-investment
income current account transactions (/.e., including payments for serv-
ices) are considered, however, the picture is more mixed, with surpluses
in the mid-1960s, early 1970s and mid-1980s (see Table 9). The cumula-
tive merchandise trade deficit of the Philippines in the years 1962-86 was
US$17.8 billion, and the cumulative non-investment income current
account deficit was US$1.2 billion. Both are well below the US$2Z9 bil-
lion debt accumulation in the period. Substantial non-investment in-
come current account deficits were run only from 1975 to 1983, and even
then, these amounted to only one-third of the debt inflow.
It is not possible to say which imports would and would not have
been imported in the absence of foreign loans. Given the balance of
political power and the distribution of effective demand in the country,
it is readily conceivable that in the absence of external finance some
necessities would have been foregone while luxury imports continued.
The important role of the import demand of well-to-do'consumers is
evident, however, from a comparison of the growth in numbers of buses
and private automobiles in the country. Between 1962 and 1985, the
number of registered private passenger cars rose from 55,693 to 332,473,
an increase of 500 percent. At the same time the number of buses declined
from 14,055 to 11,641, a 17 percent drop. 4 The WB (1976, pp. 80-83)
observed that the "large growth in private passenger vehicles" exacer-
bated Manila's chronic traffic congestion, and cited a survey which found
that while private cars accounted for two-thirds of vehicular traffic and
buses for less than five percent, buses carried almost as many passen-
gers. Morrell (1979, p. 6) estimated the cost of the allocation of resources
for cars instead of buses in the 1970s at US$3.25 billion.
3. The duality is nicely captured by Finance Minister Cesar Virata (1984, pp. 272-
•3), who first asserts that "the problem of external indebtedness has arisen largely from the
desires and plans of the developing countries to move ahead" by boosting investment, but
then concedes: "It is probably true that things got out of hand in a number of instances
because of lhe relative ease of obtaining finance from the commercial market."
4. Jeepneys, which seat 15_20passengers, accounted for a rising share of public
transportation; their number grew from 22,556 in 1962 to 57,961 in 1985 (NEDA 1976, p.
298; 1986, p. 508).
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To a limited extent, then, one can say that the Philippine external
debt was used to finance imports. Yet an analogy between the Philip-
pines and a spendthrift individual, who buys now and pays later, would
be misleading for at least four reasons. First, borrowing caused spend-
ing rather than vice versa, as imports were artificially stimulated by the
income and exchange rate effects of the loan influx. Second, the non-
investment income current account deficit accounted for only a small
fraction of the debt - less than five percent of the cumulative total kn the
1962-86 period. Third, a country differs from an individual in that it
comprises many people with some benefitting considerably from the
spending of the borrowed money and others who did not. It can be
safely asserted, for example, that owners of private automobiles benefit-
ted more than bus passengers. And finally, those who do the borrowing
are not necessarily those from whom repayment is demanded - a point
to which we shall return in the concluding chapter.
Debt, Savings, Investment, and Growth
A primary rationale of the debt-for-development strategy is the belief
that external capital can and will be used to finance investment and
growth. "Sure, we're up to our eyeballs in debt," a Finance Ministry
official admitted in 1980, "but to 'take off' you have to spend. "s
The impact of foreign capital on growth in Third World countries
has long been a matter of debate. The simplest view is that foreign
capital (or more precisely, that fraction of foreign capital which finances
investment rather than consumption) is entirely additional to domestic
savings, and that its impact upon growth can be calculated simply by
dividing its volume by the incremental capital output ratio (ICOR), _which
measures the efficiency with which capital is used to generate additional
output. Even allowing for the possibility of diminishing returns to capital
(rising ICORs), the impact on growth is necessarily positive.
This simple view was widely held by development economists in
the 1950s and 1960s (see, for example, Chenery and Strout 1966). Griffin
and Enos (1970) challenged this conventional wisdom, suggesting that
the positive impact of foreign savings on growth could be partially or
even fully offset by two phenomena: a decline in domestic savings, for
which foreign savings act as a substitute; and a decline in the efficiency
of capital owing to specific attributes of foreign capital. These include a
bias towards the purchase of capital-intensive technology, long gestation
periods for infrastructure investments, the hindering of local entrepre-
5. Quoted in Broad (1988,p. 197). "To paraphrasetop Philippinetechnocrats,"
Broadadds,"the dollaramountof the debtwas irrelevant,for the loanswere beingchan-
neledintoproductiveexport-orientedindustrialization_"
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neurship, and the strengthening of internal political forces which resist
needed institutional reforms. The resulting inefficiencies may also affect
domestically-financed investment, particularly if much of it is tied up in
counterpart funding for foreign-assisted projects.
The subsequent debate has been conducted primarily by means of
international cross-country comparisons. 6 Yet the impact of foreign capital
inflows can be expected to vary from country to country, depending
upon their specific economic and political circumstances. Time-series
analyses may help to illuminate the relationships within particular coun-
tries.
An examination of data on foreign capital inflows, domestic sav-
ings, investment, and output growth in the Philippines from 1971 to 1983
(the only years for which the necessary data are available) suggests that
while foreign capital did not depress domestic savings, it had a negative
short-run impact upon both investment efficiency and the rate of growth
of output. The relevant data are presented in Table 13. Correlations
between foreign savings and domestic savings, investment, the incre-
mental capital output ratio, and the GNP growth rate are reported in
Table 14. (The crisis year 1983 is omitted from these correlations because
of the exceptionally high ICOR in that year.)
The results indicate that a one percent increase in foreign savings
(as a percentage of GNP) was associated with a slight increase in domes-
tic savings (not significantly different from zero), such that investment
rose by slightly more than one percentage point. The incremental capital
output ratio also rose with foreign savings, however, indicating; that the
efficiency with which capital was utilized was inversely related to the
influx of foreign savings. This may help to explain the strong negative
correlation between foreign savings and output growth: a one percent-
age point increase in foreign savings was associated with a 0.36 percent
decrease in the GNP growth rate. Such correlations cannot conclusively
establish cause and effect, but they are consistent with the Griffin-Enos
hypothesis that foreign capital inflows lower the efficiency of invest-
ment.
The WB (1984, p. 35), remarking on the rising ICOR's of the late
1970s and early 1980s, expressed concern that "the investment pattern
was not especially geared to expanding the DSC [debt servicing capac-
ity]." The WB stated that this "was partly a result of the large weight of
public sector infrastructure projects in total investment with relatively
long gestation periods," but noted that "the relatively high ICOR has
also been interpreted to reflect investment inefficiency in the economy."
6. The results have been mixed.See, for example,Papanek(1972),Weisskopf
(1972),CheneryandCarter(1973),Bornschier,Chase-DunnandRhbinson(1978),Mosley
(1980),and, for a survey,Riddell(1987,Ch. 10).
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Table 13
SAVINGS, INVESTMENT, AND GROWTH, 1971-1983
Foreign Domestic Investment Incremental ReaI GNP if!i'll
Year saving saving capital growth [i::i::i
(% of GNP) (% of GNP) (% of GNP) output ratio rate (%) i_ii_ii
1971 1 9 19 2 21.1 3_46 5.8 I_i_i
1972 1 8 19.0 20 8 3 46 4.9 I::::
1973 -3.3 24.9 21 6 1.87 9-6 Ii!!!i
1974 2.8 24 0 26-8 3.55 6.3 iiiiiii
1975 7 1 24.1 31 2 3 56 5.9 Iii
1976 7.4 23.5 30 9 3.54 6.1 lii
1977 43 252 295 3.35 6.9 lii
1978 6.0 23.5 29.5 4.31 6-2 liiiii
1979 5.3 25.9 31 2 3 87 7.5 l::i::i::
1980 5-9 24.8 30 7 5 22 4.4 lili!i
1981 6.0 24.7 30 7 6.72 3_7 ]iiiiil
1982 8 2 20.7 28.9. 8 24 2.8 ]iii
1983 7 4 19.5 26.9 22 55 1.4 ilil
Soflrce: Remolona, Mangahas and Pante (1985, Table 2.6, p. 33).
Table 14
FOREIGN SAVINGS CORRELATIONS
Variable Simple Simple regression
correlation Coefficient
coefficient Constant (t-ratio in
(Pearson's r) parentheses)
Domestic 0_09 2K0 0.07
savings (0.3)
Investment 0_83 23.0 1.07
(4 _7)
Incremental 0.66 2.7 0.35 li
capital output (2.8)
ratio
Real GNP -0.65 7.5 -0.36
growth rate (-2.7)
Note: Number of observations = 12 (1971-1982). Variables as reported in Table 13.
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Other analysts have been more blunt. Remolona and Lamberte
(1986, p. 117), for example, interpret the rising ICOR as a result of
"wasteful investment." Oshima (1983, p. 42) cites "rampant misalloca-
tion of funds borrowed abroad" as a cause of the country's disappointing
economic performance. And Ranis (1987, p. 117) writes of the "many
parastatals which have come to rest in government hands as a conse-
quence of the inflow of foreign capital, its misallocation, and the exercise
of government guarantees."
In discussing the potential contribution of foreign capital to invest-
ment in the Philippihes, the ILO mission (1974, p. 279) observed that "the
qualitative significance of foreign capital ... in affecting the orientation of
the total effort, both foreign and domestic, may be quite substantial."
This prediction appears to have withstood the test of time, albeit in
retrospect with an unintended irony.
Debt and Capital Flight: The Revolving Door
In addition to financing the current account deficit (much of which
was attributable to interest payments on previous borrowings) and
investment, a substantial fraction of foreign borrowing appears to have
financed capital flight from the Philippines.
The relationship between the timing of debt-creating externed capital
inflows and of capital flight is depicted in Figure 2 (p. 52). The solid line
represents the annual change in the outstanding Philippine external debt
(adjusted for yen/dollar exchange rate effects), and the broken lines
represent alternative measures of capital flight derived in the preceding
chapter. All are expressed in constant 1986 dollars to eliminate t]he effect
of inflation. It is apparent from the figure that the two phenomena are
positively correlated. 7
Linkages between debt and capital flight: A classification
In a textbook world in which "capital is capital," money would move
across borders in response to international differences in rates of return
and risk. Favorable conditions in any given country would attract for-
eign and domestic investment alike; unfavorable conditions would repel
foreign investment and trigger resident capital outflows. The resu]Ltwould.
be a negative correlation between debt-creating inflows and :resident
outflows: capital flight would be lowest in those years in which foreign
lending was greatest, and vice versa.
7. The correlatlonbetweendebt inflowsand capital flight by "measureA" (from
Table 12)is 0.77,whenbothvariablesare expressedin constant1986dollarsto eliminate
the effectsof inflation_Thecorrelationbetweendebt inflowsandcapitalflightby 'measureB' is 0.69.
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In the Philippines and other real-world settings the opposite occurs:
capital flight is larger in years of greater lending. How is this to be
explained? Answers to this question can be grouped into five categories:
1. Indirect linkages.
The explanation favored by bankers, at least in their public state-
ments, is that debt disbursements and capital flight bear no direct c_usal
relation to each other. Rather, both are results of a common set of
exogenous factors, notably poor economic management by the debtor
government. The Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (1986, p. 15) de-
clares, for example, that the simultaneous occurrence of debt accumula-
tion and capital flight in Third World countries "was no coincidence,"
since "the policies and track records that engendered capital flight also
generated demands for foreign credit."
This line of reasoning seems plausible as an explanation for a positive
cross-sectional correlation between external borrowing and cumulative
capital flight, both measured over an appropriately long interval. Over
a decade or two, irresponsibly-governed country A may witness more
public-sector demand for external credit, and more private-sector pro-
pensity for capital flight, than prudently-governed country B. It is far
less convincing, however, as an explanation for a positive time-series
correlation between annual debt disbursements and capital outflows in
a given country, since the time frame for the relevant "policies and track
records" is clearly longer than a single year.
Moreover, while this line of reasoning may help to explain the de-
mand for external borrowing, it leaves open the question of why foreign
creditors were willing to supply large sums of money to goTernments
whose own residents were shifting their capital abroad. As Pastor (1990,
p. 7) remarks, "If the "investment climate" in a country is negative enough
to push out local capital, why would savvy international bankers extend
their own capital in the form of loans?" Either the creditors were not so
savvy, or they faced risks and returns systematically different from those
perceived by residents.
2. Debt-driven capital flight
The latter possibility lies at the heart of explanations which posit
direct causal linkages between debt and capital flight. Direct linkages
can be classified into four groups on the basis of (a) whether the direc-
tion of causality runs from debt to capital flight, or vice versa, and (b)
whether one sinaply provided the motive for the other, or whether it
provided the means as well.
Figure 3 summarizes these linkages. Explanations in which the
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Figure 3
LINKAGES BETWEEN DEBT DISBURSEMENTS
AND CAPITAL FLIGHT
,,,,,, Debt disbursements
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Capital flight
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Motive only Motive & capital
Debt to Debt-driven Debt-fueled
capital flight capital flight capital flightDirection (DD --* KF)
of
linkage: Capital fligh_ Flight-driven Flight-fueled
to debt external external
(KF --* DD) borrowing borrowing
causality runs from debt to capital flight can be divided into those in
which external borrowing motivates residents to shift their own capital
abroad (for example, by generating expectations of exchange rate de-
valuation or fiscal crisis), and those in which the borrowed funds are
themselves transferred abroad. I shall term these "debt-driven" and
"debt-fueled" capital flight, respectively. Similarly, explanations in which
the causality runs from capital flight to debt can be divided into "flight-
driven external borrowing," in which the export of capital generates an
economy-wide demand for replacement funds, and "flight-fueled exter-
nal borrowing", in which residents who exported capital then "borrow"
their own money back.
in each of these direct linkages, capital flows in both directions as
if through a revolving door. Pursuing this analogy, we can think of debt-
driven capital flight as a case in which Mr. Dollar arrives through the
revolving door, and Mr. Peso upon seeing him anticipates trouble and
decides to leave. In debt-fueled capital flight, by contrast, Mr. Dollar
enters, attends to a few formalities discussed below, and then slips out
again. In flight-driven external borrowing, Mr. Peso leaves and Mr. Dollar
is invited to take his place. And in flight-fueled external borrowing, Mr.
Peso steps out and then comes back dressed as Mr. Dollar. Let us examine
each scenario more closely°
"Debt-driven" capital flight refers to capital which flees a country
in response te the economic circumstances attributable to the external
debt itself.
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Consider the impact of external borrowing upon the exchange rate.
In the short run, the capital inflow increases the supply of foreign ex-
change, applying upward pressure to local currency. If, however, this
debt is incurred for purposes which are unlikely to generate adequate
foreign exchange for repayment, then in the long-run an opposite pres-
sure will result. When the net transfer (new borrowing minus amortiza-
tion and interest payments on past loans) turns negative, increased
demand for foreign currency (compared to the no-borrowing counterfac-
tual) will depress the value of the local currency. The rational response
for any asset holder who can do so at reasonable cost is to dollarize when
the local currency is artificially inflated in the expectation of its eventual
decline3 Since this dollarization further increases demand for foreign
exchange, the pressure for devaluation gets an additional boost from
self-fulfilling expectations.
Similarly, external borrowing temporarily eases the pressure upon
government to tax residents either overtly or through the "inflation tax."
Further down the road, however, domestic asset holders may expect
exceptionally onerous taxes in the wake of an eventual debt crisis. "Taxes"
can here be considered as a broad range of regulations which reduce the
value of domestic financial assets (Dooley 1987, p. 79). The desire to
avoid such taxes in the future provides a further motivational link be-
tween debt inflows and capital flight.
External funds may also preempt favorable investment opportuni-
ties, or drive down the domestic rate of return, "crowding out" domestic
capital and pushing it overseas?
Note, however, that debt_riven capital flight need not be hasty,
particularly if the major impetus comes from anticipation of future
consequences of the debt accumulation. The net transfer seldom alter-
nates sign in successive years. Rather, a number of years of positive net
transfers typically precedes a number of years of negative ones. In the
Philippines, for example, the net transfer was positive from 1963 through
1970, briefly dipped below zero in 1971 in the wake of a balance-of-
payments crisis, and then remained positive until crisis struck again in
1983. In such a setting one would expect debt-driven capital flight only
when the warning signs of the negative net transfer appear in the form
of diminishing official reserves, increasing reliance upon short-term
finance, and so on. Lacking perfect foresight, some residents may even
wait too long, and export whatever capital they can only after the crisis
8. Conesa(1987, p.55) advancesthis explanationfor his finding of a positive
associationbetweencapital flightanddebt disbursementsin Argentinaand Mexico:"The
excessivesupplyof credit to a countrywithoutan adequateand efficientlyimplemented
growthstrategyonly overvaluesnationalcurrencyand acts as a providerof counterpart
fundsfor local citizenswho then deposittheir moneyabroad."
9_ For a modelincorporatingthispossibility,see Diwan(1989).
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has broken. In other words, the timing of debt-driven capital flight
would not be expected to generate a terribly strongpositive year-to-year
correlation between net debt disbursements and capital flight.
In addition to economic impacts, it is worthwhile to consider pos-
sible 'extra-economic' impacts of external borrowing. These too could
spur capital flight. Imagine, for example, that external borrowing in-
creases the leverage of an avaricious tyrant and his greedy cronies, who
control the borrower government. Imagine, further, that they employ
this leverage to wrest control of assets and markets from their rivals in
the national economy, using a combination of legal, quasi-legal and ille-
gal methods. The resulting increase in "expropriation risk" may well
propel further capital flight. These hypothetical circumstances, similar to
those faced by Filipino capitalists under the Marcos regime, might
strengthen the phenomenon of debt-driven capital flight. But again the
relevant time frame would extend well beyond a single year. A strong
year-to-year correlation implies that other, tighter linkages were at work.
3. Debt-fueled capital flight
In "debt-fueled" capital flight, the inflow of external resources pro-
vides the resources as well as a possible motive for capital flight. The
• same individual borrows external resources and then transfers part or all
of his assets abroad. Debt directly fuels capital flight. In some cases the
fuel is fungible, as in Pastor's (1990, p. 7) example in which "an investor
could draw a publicly-guaranteed external loan cheaply and ship his/
her own resources abroad to acquire foreign assets." In other cases the
capital never enters the country: the money is borrowed and immedi-
ately deposited in a foreign bank, possibly the same one making the loan,
so that "the entire cycle is completed with a few bookkeeping entries in
New York" (Henry 1986, p. 20).
To differentiate between debt-driven and debt-fueled capital flight,
it is useful to contrast two scenarios. In the first, the government bor-
rows dollars (or any other hard currency) and then sells them to its own
residents. Some of the buyers then legally or illegally transfer these
dollars abroad. In this case, external borrowing merely furnishes foreign
exchange; it does not provide the resources transferred abroad since
residents must purchase the dollars with resources acquired in some
other way. In the second scenario, the government again borrows dol-
lars but •on-lends these funds to private borrowers through a national
development bank. The borrowers then transfer part or all of this capital
abroad. In this case, unlike the first, external borrowing provides the
resources - the fuel - for capital flight.
Debt-fueled capital flight typically involves a process of "layering"
between the external creditor and the private resident in whose name
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external assets are acquired. On the creditor's books, the debt is owed
by the government or by a corporate entity, typically with a government
guarantee of repayment in case of default. The external assets, by con-
trast, are in the names of individuals: government officials who siphoned
part of the proceeds of the loan, or private residents who borrowed in
the name of a firm. The holder of the external asset thus is not identical
to the holder of the external liability. Yet in practice the same individual
is engaged in both transactions.
This legal discrepancy is by no means coincidental. Public guaran-
•tees posed a "moral hazard" for creditors and borrowers alike. Insured
against the risk of default, neither party had an incentive to minimize it.
Creditors might have been more reluctant to finance capital flight if
repayment were the sole responsibility of the individual flight capitalist.
With the debt in the name of the government, or secured by government
guarantee, the creditors could draw comfort from their faith that "gov-
ernments do not go bankrupt."
For the flight capitalist, the evasion of responsibility for eventual
repayment of the external loan was often a key element in the transaction's
rationale. It is not likely that the capitalist could turn a profit by borrow-
ing money from a bank and then redepositing it there or in another bank,
for banks derive their own profit from the opposite spread between
interest rates. It is conceivable that some borrowers were astute enough
to identify lucrative overseas investment opportunities which permitted
retention of a profit spread after repayment, but it is doubtful that all
• flight capitalists possessed such acumen. In many •cases, the principal
motive for debt-fueled capital• flight was the opportunity to exploit the
legal dichotomy between the holder of the liability and the holder of the
asset. Whenever there are opportunities for the acquisition of private
assets by means of public debts, "rational" profit maximizers can be
expected to seize them.
Debt-fueled capital flight could generate a rather strong year-to-
year correlation between net debt inflows and capital flight. Unlike debt-
driven capital flight, the causal relation is not mediated by changing
perceptions of the economic and political environment. Nor are the lags
between borrowing and flight likely to extend over a period of several
•years. Rather the loan is obtained for the intended purpose of capital
flight, and the borrower may well be anxious to consummate the circuit
expeditiously, while the window of opportunity is open. Mr. Dollar's
round trip through the revolving door is likely to be quick.
4. Flight-driven external borrowing
We now turn to causal linkages running in the opposite direction,
from capital flight to external borrowing. Here too we can distinguish
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between the case in which the link is solely motivational ('flight-driven'
e.xternal borrowing) and that in which flight capital directly provides the
resources which re-enter the country ('flight-fueled' external borrowing).
Let us start with the former.
The demand-side of flight-driven external borrowing is straightfor-
ward: the drain of domestic resources through capital flight generates
demand for replacement funds on the part of the government and pri-
vate sectors.
Why are external creditors willing to meet this demand_ when local
residents are not? The answer is likely to be found in different risks and
returns facing resident and non-resident capital, rather than in different
perceptions of the same risks and returns. An inflation tax, for example,
will erode the returns to holders of fixed-interest domestic-currency
liabilities, whereas non-residents who hold claims denominated in for-
eign currency are unaffected. 1° Foreign creditors may also enjoy a
"comparative advantage" in risk mitigation thanks to the "direct or
indirect sanctions" they can bring to bear upon the borrower (Lessard
1986, p. 16). If so, they may believe that "domestic assets held by resi-
dents are effectively subordinated to sovereign external obligations in
the case of a fiscal crisis" (Lessard 1987, p. 99). Systematic differences in
the risk-adjusted financial returns to domestic and external capital could
also arise from disparities in taxation, interest-rate ceilings, and risk-
pooling capabilities (Lessard and Williamson 1987, pp. 215-8).
Such differences can be expected to lead to "offshore financial
intermediation," by which foreign creditors provide fresh loans as
domestic capital is exported, in effect transforming resident capital into
non-resident capital. This in turn can intensify debt-driven capital flight,
since "the substitution of foreign funds backed by international leverage
for resident savings may increase the likelihood of crises and the relative
exposure of (the remaining) resident holdings of domest!c assets" (Les-
sard 1987, p. 98). A vicious circle is set in motion, in which debt and
capital flight feed upon each other.
5. Flight-fueled external borrowing
In flight-fueled external borrowing, Mr. Peso flees and then re-enters
the country in the guise of Mr. Dollar. The flight capitalist seeks to
arbitrage the yield and risk differentials between resident and external
capital, by engaging in a series of transactions sometimes known as
10. In some cases,residentsare permittedto hold dollar-denominatedassets
domestically.Theprotectionagainstinflationaffordedby dollar-indexedinstrumentsis often
incomplete,however,as demonstratedfor examplein Mexicoin 1982(see Zedillo1987,
p. 182).Moreover,otherriskssuchas internaldebtrepudiationare not mitigatedby mere
dollarization.
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"round-tripping" or "back-to-back loans_" Resident capital is dollarized
and deposited in an over,as bank, and tile depositor then takes a "loan"
from the same bank (for which the deposit may serve as collateral).
As in the case of offshore financial intermediation, government guar-
antees provide a crucial part of the rationale for back-to-back loans. As
Khan and U1 Haque (1985, p. 625) remark:
To the extent that the investor believed that foreign debt
implicitly carried a government guarantee, he was assured
that, if the domestic finn or enterpri._ went bankrupt or was
expropriated, the foreign lender's claim would be assumed by
the government. Savings held abroad would obviously not be
at risk, so that the investor was protected if he relied as much
as possible on foreign borrowing. Given this scenario, the do-
mestic investor was behaving in a completely rational fashion.
In many cases, of course, the government guarantees have been explicit.
A further motive for flight-fueled external borrowing is the conceal-
ment of the sources of funds from present or prospective government
authorities. This was the main objective of the pioneer of back-to-back
loans, US organized crime financier Meyer Lansky, who developed the
technique in the 1930s as a means to launder funds in Switzerland. _z In
this respect back-to-back 'loans have a motivational dimension beyond
more general offshore financial intermediation: the laundry service not
only bleaches out systematic yield differentials, but also removes the
stain of the money's origins. _2
Which of the two causal linkages from capital flight to external
borrowing is more likely to generate a strong positive correlation be-
tween their year-to-year variations? It seems reasonable to hypothesize
that flight-fueled external borrowing generates the tighter link, since the
causal relation is again not mediated by other economic variables, and
accordingly the interval between the flight and borrowing may be shorter.
Discussion: The distinctions drawn above have been often blurred
in the recent literature on Third World debt and capital flight. The debt-
to-flight linkage has been described, for example, as a "liquidity effect,"
in which "the availability of foreign exchange enables capital flight to
11. Lansky'sclientsalsoreapeda fringebenefit:interestpaymentson the "loans"
fromSwissbankswere tax-deductible(Naylor1987,pp, 21-22),
12. In practice,financiallaundryservicescan becostly,For discussion,see Walter(1987,pp. 105-9,119-20),OneEuropeanbankerestimatesthatmuchof the US$600billion
depositedby foreignersin Swissbanksreceivesnegativeinterestreturns,implyingthat
depositors"werewillingtopay asubstantialpremiumfor security"(LessardandWiIIiamson,
eds., 1987,p. 83),
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lake place" (Lessard 1987, p. 99). This formulation could encompass
both debt-fueled and debt-driven capital flight. I_ Yet the two have quite
different implications.
The "fuel" linkages - debt-fueled capital flight and flight-fueled
external borrowing - imply that international creditors bear a particu-
larly heavy responsibility for the debt crisis. Knowingly or unknow-
ingly, they colluded in transactions whereby public debts were trans-
formed into private assets, and vice versa, transactions which come
perilously close to what is commonly understood as fraud. The "drive"
linkages place the creditors in a relatively favorable light: they may have
lent unwisely, but they did not act unethically.
The assignment of blame for the debt crisis is politically connected
to the apportionment of the costs of dealing with the crisis. Not surpris-
ingly, therefore, bankers distinguish carefully between debt-driven and
debt-fueled capital flight:
It is ... a gross distortion to claim, as some have done, that the
"private banking" departments of some lending banks were
deliberately seeking the money that their loan departments
were putting out; rather, the point is that easy money contrib-
uted to lax policies, especially exchange overvaluation, which
provided the incentive for private capital outflows. _4
Bankers, it seems, would rather be viewed as slightly soft-headed pro-
viders of "easy money" than as operators of a toll booth at the revolving
door. is
13. Similar ambiguity surrounds the use of the verb "finance," as, for example, in the
statement that "large external debt increases have been used to finance the private accu-
mulation of foreign assets" (Gulati 1988, p. 168). In domestic contexts the verb "finance"
means providing resources, usually on credit, as when an individual obtains a mortgage to
finance the purchase of a house_ The above passage therefore may appear to refer to
debt-fueled capital flight. In this instance, however, the author means something else:
"Central banks have been .borrowing abroad and selling foreign currency to domestic
residents who simply purchase external assets with the obtained foreign exchange" (Gulati
1988, p. 169; emphasis added). This scenario may represent debt-driven capital flight (if
motivated by economic and political circumstances attributable to the debt itself), but it is
not debt-fueled by our definition since domestic resources are exchanged for the hard
currency.
14. Pedro-Pablo Kucyzynski, Co-Chairman of First Boston International, in Lessard
and Williamson, eds_(1987, p. 192).
15. Note that debt-fueled capital flight is not necessarily redeposited in the same
bank which lent the money. Moreover, it is conceivable that officers in a bank's lending
division could operate in ignorance of the deposit-taking activities of the same bank's
"international private banking" division. Thus, in reply to the allegation that his bank facili-
tated capital flight through the provision of "private banking",services to residents of major
debtor countries, a senior international lending officer of Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
"protested his ignorance of the actions of other parts of the bank and averred that Mergan
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In the Philippines, however, the revolving door was very much in
evidence. Guarantees and on-lending by government institutions were
the major avenues for external borrowing by the Philippine private sector.
Many of these guarantees were what Rosendo Bondoc, the former presi-
dent of the Philippine Export and Foreign Loan Guarantee Corporation,
termed "behest guarantees," issued at the express instructions of Presi-
dent or Mrs. Marcos. 16 Asked whether he considered rescinding a
guarantee on a loan he knew'to have been diverted into capital flight,
Bondoc explained: "In the light of the instructions being given, it was
either follow or .... You know it was an autocratic rule."
Similarly, much of the external credit on-lent to the private sector
by the DBP and the PNB were "behest loans," issued on the instructions
of the Marcoses. In an extraordinary 1983 memorandum to President
Marcos and Prime Minister Virata, Jose Tengco, Jr., the Acting Chairman
of the DBP, listed of that institution's exposure to "behest accounts"
amounting to P28.2 billion (equivalent to US$2.54 billion at the average
1983 official exchange rate). Nearly a quarter of this exposure (P6.6
billion) was in the form of guarantees; the remainder was DBP loans,
much of which represented on-lending of external borrowings. _r
A DBP governor recounted the following example of debt-fueled
capital flight to a journalist:
Persons seeking the loan would just come around here and
say that we need US$100-200 million for this project which
looks viable. It's not viable but Marcos says it is viable. When
he says that then it better be viable. For instance, we were
recently sent an account for US$65 million that we are sup-
posed to pay. Now, apparently this money was supposed to
have put up a steel mill, a factory .... So we asked to see where
the factory is, and to this day, after several months, nobody
has found it. In short, this factory does not exist, is
In other cases, a portion of the borrowed funds was invested, but
the underlying motive for the loan was the diversion of the remainder
into capital flight. "Kickbacks are apparently the name of the game in
the expansion of the sugar industry here," the Far Eastern Economic
Rev/ew reported in 1976:
wouldcompetein whateverbankingfieldit waslegalto doso"(LessardandW_lliamson,
eds., 1987,pp.'198-9).
16, Officialmiriutesof the testimonyof RosendoBondocbeforethe Houseof
RepresentativesSubcommitteeonMonetary,CreditandFinancialMatters,2 October1987,
pp.VII-l, VIII-4,andIX-1.
17. J. R.Tengco, Jr.,"Memorandumfor HisExcellency,PresidentFerdinandE.
Marcos,ThruPrimeMinisterCesarE. A..Virate,Subject:ActionProgramfortheRehabili-
tationof DBP,".November25, 1983.
18_JoseMarlVelez,quotedinWGBHEducationalFoundation(1987).
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Whether or not the new ]sugar mill] centrals make any money
may be of little consequence to the owners. The investors
who are favoured generally have to put up only about P2.5
million (US$333,330) for centrals costing US$65 million. The
remainder is loan money from or guaranteed by the Govern-
ment-owned Philippine National Bank (Wideman 1976).
The requirement that loans be approved by the CB did not provide
effective oversight:
Say there is an application for a loan to set up a new sugar
mill. What is the right price for a sugar mill? It is hard to say.
Likewise, it was hard for MEDIAD [the Central Bank's Man-
agement of External Debt and Investment Accounts Depart-
ment] to evaluate the soundness of the particular project. So,
for example, a mill was built in a very rainy region which
produces only poor quality, Watery cane. Or mills were in-
stalled close to existing mills, creating excess milling capacity
and raising unit costs. We know why these things were done.
The profit was not in the mill. The profit was in the procurement
of the mill equipment2 _
According to a senior Japanese government official, kickbacks averaged
12 percent of contract prices, or US$7.8 million on a US$65 million sugar
mill3 °
The extent to which creditors knowingly lent money to fuel capital
flight is an open question. The case of the largest single loan to the
Philippines- the US$900 million in direct loans and loan guarantees
provided by the US Export-Import Bank for the Bataan .nuclear plant -
may be instructive in this regard. When asked in 1978 why the Bank had
financed the plant despite the fact that its cost was roughly double that
of a comparable reactor being built in South Korea, also by Westing-
house .with Export-Import Bank backing, the Bank's general counsel
replied with a rhetorical question: "The Ex-Im Bank is going to say the
price is wrong when the two big boys have agreed to it?" The then
chairman of the Export-Import Bank, William J. Casey, clarified where
the buck stops:
19. Interviewwitha seniorCBofficial,May 1988,anonymityrequested.
20. QuotedbyWideman(1976).McCoy_1984,pp.;27-8)similarlyreportedthat"the
Japanesecontractorspay a minimum10percentkiCkbackon theirmachinery."In some
cases,theCB mayhavedeliberatelylookedtheotherway.McCoy(1984,p. 31) reports
that a governorof the CB resigned"whenit wasdiscoveredthat his officehad been
accepting'commissions'fromborrowersforapprovingtheirloans."
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You couldn't tell Westinghouse what to charge. If they charge
too much, the Philippines has to pay it. It's their government;
they have to protect themselves from getting fleeced. 21
Many creditors apparently shared Mr. Casey's view that what happened
to the money they lent was not their problem. The international debt
crisis of the 1980s may have altered that perception.
The statistical analysis reported in the following section strongly
supports the hypothesis that direct linkages existed between external
borrowing and capital flight in the Philippines.
A model of Phai_ine capitalflight
There are plausible a pr/or/grounds to expect the positive correla-
tion between capital flight and debt-creating capital inflows depicted in
Figure 2: external borrowing can both drive and fuel capital flight, and
capital flight can drive and fuel external borrowing. Since the causality
may run in either or both directions, the relationship between the two
must be modelled to permit simultaneity.
1. The model
A complete model of the relationship between capital flight and
debt disbursements must incorporate other variables. Other possible
determinants ot capital flight include:
(a) The level of the countw" s official foreign exchange reserves. Higher
reserves, as an indicator of a lower likelihood of a balance-of-
payments crisis, are expected to lead to less capital flight. 22
(b) The rate of growth of gross domestic product. Higher growth,
and the associated opportunities for investment, could be
expected to result in less capital flight.
(c) The difference between international and domestic real interest rates.
A larger real interest rate gap would be expected to induce
more capital flight.
(d) The government budget surplus or deficit. As a signal of the like-
lihood of a fiscal crisis, a higher surplus (or lower deficit)
would be, expected to result in less capital flight.
21. Quotedby Cdttenden(1978).ThePhiiippinenuclearplantwasthe largestdeal
the ExportqmportBankhad backedanywherein the world;Caseypersonallyapprovedit
aftera visitto Manila,despitea US EmbassyreportoWashingtoncautioningthattheprice
wasinflatedand thattherewerereportsof payoffs(Butterfield1986)_
22. See,forexample,Conesa(1987).Notethatthisexpectationis unambiguous
onlyforprivateownersof capital,In the hypotheticalcaseinwhichpublicoffidalsengage
in capitalflightby divertingresourcesfromgovernmentcoffers,higherreservesmight
permitmore capitalflight.
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Each of these variables could also affect the level of debt disburse-
m_nts. Higher foreign exchange reserves, interest rate differences, and
budget surpluses could be expected to lead to lower demand for external
capital and to greater supply. The direction of the net effects, if any,
wohld hence depend on the relative importance of supply and demand
in determining the amount of external borrowing. The net effect of GDP
growth is also uncertain: Higher growth would presumably boost pri-
vate investment demand (and perhaps supply), but public sector de-
mand for external credit could be counter-cyclical.
In addition, the Mexican near-default of August 1982 had a drastic
effect on the supply of external credit from commercial banks in subse-
quent years. In the Philippine case, this was followed by the assassina-
tion of Senator Benigno Aquino in August 1983. As new lending dried
up and the net transfer (new lending minus debt service payments) turned
negative, the country was plunged into its worst balance-of-payments
crisis in the its postwar history.
A general model incorporating these variables is:
KF = f(DD, RES, GDPGR, INT, BS, MEXD ) (1A)
DD = f(KF, RES, GDPGR, INT, BS, MEXD ) (1B)
where KF = annual capital flight (in 1986 dollars); DD = net debt dis-
bursements (in 1986 dollars); RES = the level of the country's official
foreign exchange reserves (in 1986 dollars); GDPGR = the percentage
growth rate of gross domestic product; INT = the real US Treasury bill
rate minus the real time deposit rate in the Philippines (in both cases, the
real interest rate is calculated as the nominal rate minus the relevant
consumer price index inflation rate); BS = the government budget sur-
plus as a percentage of gross domestic product; and MEXD = a dummy
variable to allow for the impact of the Mexican debt crisis, taking the
value 0 prior to 1983 and 1 thereafter. The predicted effects of each of
these variables are summarized in Table 15.
A fairly general initial dynamic specification of this model is:
KF = ao + a_KF__+ boDD + baDD-_ + cRES-1 + dGDPGR__
+ eolNT + edNT__  foBS+ f_BS__+ gMEXD + v t (2A)
DD _. a' o + aqDD__ + b'oKF + b'IKF__ + c'RES__ + d'GDPGR__
+ejNT + ellNT__ + f'BS_I + _MEXD + v"t (2B)
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Table 15
PREDIcI ED EFFECTS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
IN DEBT-CAPITAL FLIGHT REGRESSIONS
Dependent variable iiiii
Independent KF DO i!_!
variable __ Demand Supply iiiiiiii!
+ Lii
RES -- -- + I'iiiii
/::
MEXD + + __ i::::
.........................................................................................................................,_ ....................................i!ii!i
Owing to possible simultaneity, only lagged values of RES and GDPGR
are included in the equations, and for the same reason only the lagged
value of BS appears in equation (2B). Simultaneity between KF and DD
is addressed below by the use of instrumental variables.
Both of the capital flight measures derived in Chapter 4 are used in
the following analysis: KFA = the broad measure A, and KaCB= the
narrow measure B (see Table 12). Although measure B is less compre-
hensive, it has the advantage that it is calculated independently of the ex-
ternal debt. 2_ The other variables used in the analysis are presented in
Table 16.
2. Estimation of the determinants of capital flight
Ordinary least-squares estimation of equation (2A), using each of
our two measures of capital flight as the dependent variable, gave the
following results (absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses):
KFA = -15 - 0.12KFA_I + 0.54DD + 0.07DD_I - 0.25RES_1
(0.4) (2.7) (0.3) (0.6)
- 35.8GDPGR_1 - 6.7INT + 14.4INT_1 - 228BS
(0.3) (0.4) (0.6) (1.6)
23_ Measure A, derived by the residual method, has the potential drawback that any
measurementerrorsin the debtvariablewouldbe passedon to the capitalflightvariable,
potentially giving rise to a spurious correlation. The results obtained using measure B can
thus be regarded as a check upon those obtained using the broader measure.
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Table 16
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF DETERMINANTS
OF PHILIPPINE CAPITAL FLIGHT
Year DD RES GDPGR INT BS
1962 0.00 237.21 4.820 0.106 0.31
1963 64.45 345.82 7.100 5.292 -0.58
1964 315.54 389.35 3.214 6.345 0.14
1965 993.82 583.52 5.228 0.394 -1.29
1966 330_75 868.2_5 4.571 0.574 43.59
1967 1109.10 896.36 5:366 1.104 -0.81
1968 614.01 763.35 5.268 -2.954 -0.62
1969 957.44 551.83 5.126 -3.877 -2.82
1970 1277.02 1208.93 5,021 9,013 0.14
1971 164.88 1798.20 5.104 14,611 -0.37
1972 842,57 1382.35 4.843 2.176 -1.96
1973 308.11 2307.85 9.307 10.548 -1.17
1974 1683.96 2815.16 5.020 21,814 0.45
1975 2040.80 2385.06 6.433 -5.806 -1.19
1976 2954,13 2688.47 7.985 -1.448 -1.74
1977 1781.29 2354.21 6.217 -1.226 -1.82
1978 3488.51 2697.05 5.381 -2.920 -1.22
1979 3766.92 3083.92 6.302 6.215 43.16
1980 3950.63 3518.46 5.233 3.595 -1.28
1981 3887,89 2630.37 3.915 2.070 -3.98
1982 3972.52 1713.92 2.953 -0.649 -4.23
1983 101.11 855.72 1.014 0.069 -1.94
1984 894.22 856.14 -6.122 33.365 -1.84
1985 -315.20 1030.15 -4.183 5.058 -1.83
1986 712.00 2459.00 0.999 -9.460 -4.48
Key: DD = net debt disbursements (1986 $ million) with an adjustment for
yen/dollar exchange rate effects as reported in Table 9.
RES = level of official foreign exchange reserves. Source: IMF (1987, pp..
558-9).
GDPGR -- percentage growth rate of gross domestic product. Source: Calcu-
lated from IMF (1987, pp, 562-'3).
INT = real US Treasury bill rate minus real time deposit rate in the Phil-
ippines. Sources: US Treasury bill rate, US and Philippines con-
sumer price indexes from IMF (1987, pp. 560-1, 698-9). Time deposit
rate in the Philippines from unpublished Central Bank of the Phil-
ippines data provided to the author.
BS = government budget surplus as percentage of gross domestic
product. Source: Calculated from IMF (1987, pp. 562-3).
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+ 22.5BS_1 - 433MEXD (3A)
(0.1) (0.6)
,-2
R = 0.59; DW = 2.19; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 1.32.
KFB = -708 - 0.13KFB_I + 0.39DD + 0.11DD_l - 0.31RES_I
(0.4) (3.1) (0.9) (1.3)
+ 62.9GDPGR__ + 2.8INT + 27.3INT_1 - 243BS
(1.0) (0.3) (1.8) (2.5)
+ 617BS_1 + 590MEXD (3B)
(0.7) (1.2)
-2
R = 0.63; DW -- 2.31; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: _2(1) = 2.87.
On elimination of the less significant variables, we obtain the fol-
lowing estimates:
KFA = -303 + 0.62DD - 0.30RES_I + 21.0INT'__ - 218BS (4A)
(4.5) (1.6) (1.7) (2.8)
I__ = 0.69; DW = 2.20; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 0.29.
KFB = -412 + 0.25DD + 16.3INT__ - 176/3S (4B)
(5.3) (2.2) (3.6)
-2
R = 0.70; DW = 2.05; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 0.04.
The models performed well on various diagnostic tests. 24 To check
for simultaneity bias, an instrumental variables estimator (DD*) was tested.
Using the lagged variables and the Mexican crisis dummy variable as
instruments, a similar result was obtained:
KFA = -218 + 0.87DD* - 0.57RES__ + 31.9INT__ - 167BS (5A)
(2.9) (1.6) (1.7) (1.7)
24_Lagrangemultipliertests for second-andthird-orderresidualserialcorrelation,
Ramsey'sRESETtest for ','unctionalformmis-specification,andLM testsfor normalityand
heteroscedasticity(seePesaranand Pesaran1987)were also performed.Detailson test
resultsavailablefrom the author.
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-2
R = 0.56; DW = 1.67; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) =. 0.76.
KFB = -360 + 0.22DD* + 15.2/NT_I - 170BS (SB)
(3.3) (1.7) (2.7)
R_ = 0.54; DW = 1.75; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(]) _ 0.45.
To summarize, the results indicate that debt disbursements were a
highly significant determinant of Philippine capital flight in the 1962-
1986 period. Greater borrowing led to greater capital flight, implying the
existence of what are here termed "debt-fueled" and "debt-driven" capital
flight. In addition, the real interest rate differential, government budget
surplus or deficit, and, in the case of the broad capital flight measure, the
level of official reserves, had moderately significant effects with the
expected signs.
3. Estimation of the determinants of net debt disbursements
What of the reverse linkages, from capital flight to debt? Estima-
tion of equation (2B), using each of our measures of capital flight, yields
the following results:
DD = 529 - 0.03DD_I + 0.57KFA + 0.14KFA_I + 0.94RES_1
(0.1) (2.4) (0.4) (3.2)
- 118GDPGR_l + 24.9INT - 46.3IN_/_1 + 32.3BS_1 -1190MEXD (6A',
(1.1) (1.3) (2.2) (0.2) (1.5)
-2
R = 0.81; DW = 2.47; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 6.06.
DD -_ 960 - 0.02DD_I + 0.81KFB + 0.08KFB_I + 0.96RES__
(0.1) (2.2) (0.2) '3.4)
- 166GDPGR_l + 18.6INT - 56.4/NT_1 - 10.6BS_1
(1.7) (1.0) (2.8) (0.1)
- 1885MEXD (6B)
(2.6)
-2
R -- 0.81; DW = 2.40; n -- 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 5.52.
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Using instrumental variables estimators (KFA* and K/B*), again
based upon the lagged variables and MEXD, and eliminating variables
the estimated coefficients .of which are not significantly different from
zero, the serial correlation is eliminated and the equations collapse to:2s
DD = 108 + 0.84KFA* + 0.71RES_I - 34.6INT_1 - 361MEXD (7A)
(2.6) (3.4) (2.2) (1.0)
-2
R = 0.79; DW = 2.23; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 0.49.
DD = 557 + 1.74KFB* + 0.50RES_I - 41.5INT__ - 1011MEXD (7B)
(2.4) (1.7) (2.6) (2.3)
-2
R = 0.78; DW = 2.21; n = 24.
LM test of residual serial correlation: X2(1) = 0.48.
These results indicate that debt disbursements were significantly
and positively affected by capital flight. Taken with the results reported
in equations (5A) and (5B), this supports the hypothesis that the causal
linkages between debt and capital flight did in fact run in both direc-
tions. In addition, debt disbursements were positively related to the
(lagged) level of official reserves, suggesting that, at least in this respect,
supply-side factors drove the credit market, since higher reserves were
presumably associated with a greater willingness to lend but with a lesser
need to borrow. Similarly, the negative impact of the Mexican debt crisis
upon subsequent disbursements is clearly a supply-side phenomenon. 26
The negative sign on the lagged interest rate differential suggests,
however, that demand-side considerations also influenced the level of
external borrowing.
In sum, statistical analysis of the relationship between net debt
disbursements and capital flight in the Philippines in the 1962-1986 period
indicates that the two were strongly linked: Larger debt disbursements
led to greater capital flight, and more capital flight led to larger debt
disbursements.
While neither capital flight nor debt can be completely explained in
terms of the other, the foregoing analysis indicates that this vicious circle
was an important feature of the financial interactions between the Phil-
ippines and the world economy in recent decades, interactions which
25. Third-orderautoregressiverrormodels,estimatedby the Cochrano-Orcutt
method, gave similar results with the differencethat the estimatedcoefficienton
GDPGFI1remainedmoderatelysignificant(andnegative).
26. For a disc;ussionf the importanceof supply-sidefactorsincommercialbank
lendingto theThirdWorld,sea Darity(1986).See alsopp. 14-15,55-57above.
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culminated in the country's continuing debt crisis. The Philippines was
probably not unique in this respectY
The fact that debt disbursements and capital flight are most strongly
correlated with each other's values in the same year suggests that they not
only drove each other by providing motives, but also fueled each other by
providing capital for the reverse flow. In other words, external resources
did not simply 'crowd out" Or scare off domestic capital, nor did capital
flight simply create a vacuum into which external capital was pulled;
rather, the same capital circuited in both directions through the revolv-
ing door.
Debt and the Aggrandizement of the State
External finance flows to specific institutions and individuals within
countries. In the Philippines, much foreign borrowing was channelled to
the state. Some 75 percent of the country's US$28.3 billion external debt
outstanding at the end of 1986 was public sector debt (see Table 4). Even
this understates the state's role in foreign borrowing, since muc h private
debt was on-lent by public sector financial institutions or was publicly
guaranteed, and even direct, non-guaranteed private borrowings required
CB approval. Control over the allocation of billions of dollars in bor-
rowed money provided the financial basis for the aggrandizement of the
Philippine state. 28
"The most durable support of the Marcos regime," according to
political scientist William Overholt, "came from its own senior military
officers and from the United States government." In light of the political
predilections of these supporters, it is rather surprising to find that regime
described by the same author as "socialist in the strict sense of radically
increasing the state's ownership of the means of production" (Overholt,
1987, pp. 100-1). Similarly, Kwitny (1984, p. 307), wrote that "socialism
is certainly not the name that the US embassy gives to it; but socialism
is a fairly apt term for what Mattes has done to Philippine industry."
27. Conesa(1987)and Cuddington(1987)reporta positivecorrelationbetween
debtdisbursementsandcapitalflightin Mexico,Argentina,and Uruguay.Pastor(1990),in
a pooledanalysisof eightLatinAmericancountries,findsthat "capitalavailability"(defined
as the ratioof netlong-termcapitalflowsto GDP)borea significantpositivecorrelationto
capitalflight in countrieswithoutcapitalcontrols(Argentina,Mexico,Uruguay,andVene-
zuela),but not in countrieswith capitalcontrols(Brazil,Chile,Colombia,and Peru).Our
findingsfor the Philippines,whichhadcapitalcontrolsfor muchof the periodunderreview,
suggestthatcontrolsare notan either-orpropositionbutratherextendalonga continuum
intermsof theirstrictnessandefficacy.ThePhilippinesappearsto havebeensituatednear
the low end of this scale.
28. The link betweenforeignborrowingand the growthof the state sectorwas a
characteristicfeatureof the "indebtedindustrialization"policiespursuedby a numberof
Third Worldcountriesin this period;see Frieden(1981).
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The US embassy did have a different name for it: "creeping state capi-
talism. "29
External financial backing, in the form of lending from official
institutions and private banks, unquestionably played a crucial role in
this process. During his first administration (1965-69), President Marcos
relied on external and internal borrowing to expand the direct role of the
government in the economy, notably through rural infrastructure invest-
ments. In so doing, he built "an extensive patronage machine of a scale
unmatched in postwar years," laying the basis for an unprecedented
centralization of political authority (Doronila 1985, pp. 111-4).
When Marcos declared martial law in 1972, the WB and IMF "looked
forward to funding another of the series of Pacific Basin economic mir-
acles" (Overholt 1987, p. 92). At the end of the decade, the WB (1979, pp.
5, 14) applauded "the Government's remarkable success in raising the
level of public investment," and claimed that while the efficiency of private
investment had been damaged by import substitution policies, "public
investment projects have generally been well selected." Foreign-assisted
projects accounted for 75 percent of the public investment program, a
ratio which WB conceded was "probably undesirably high" because it
limited "the Government's room for maneuver" (pp. ii, 17). Neverthe-
less the Bank called for an increase in official development assistance
from the Consultative Group to "at least US$1 billion" in the following
year (p. iv). At the same time, WB actively encouraged lending by
commercial banks. Overholt (p. 99) reports: "The authority of the WB
greatly weakened Marcos's critics inside private banks and greatly
strengthened advocates of increased lending."
During the Marcos era, government involvement in both agricul-
ture and industry grew substantially. As Overholt (p. 108) remarks, the
regime "not only seized the commanding heights of the economy but
also a good many of the minor foothills." In some cases the takeovers
were hostile, as in the establishment of the predatory coconut and sugar
monopolies. In others they were friendly, as the liabilities of private firms
whose assets had been stripped to finance capital flight were handed
over to the state.
A panel of Filipino economists described the situation in 1984:
The most damaging economic consequence of political mo-
nopoly is the potential abuse of the state machinery and its
functions to dispense economic privileges and positions to
certain private entities .... Hence it might be a mistake to view
29. Thisis thetitleof a 1983embassycabledealingwith the DBP,the PNB, the
NationalDevelopmentCompany,andtheir clientcompanies."CreepingStateCapitalismin
the Philippines",Airgramfromthe US embassyto the Departmentof State,83 ManilaA-
008, April6, 1983(declassified)_Theauthor is gratefulto the NationalSecurityArchive(1775MassachusettsAvenue,Washington,DC20036)for providingthis document.
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the expansion of the government's role in recent years as an
instance of "creeping socialism," or to regard the essence of
the economic debate as being about the virtues of public inter-
vention versus private enterprise. On the contrary, it could
well be a conflict between different groups in society, being
distinguished only in that one group has obtained exclusive
access to the government. (De Dios et al., 1984, pp. 61-2.)
In such a setting, the economists observed, it would be natural to expect
the expanded government role to be attended by inefficiency, for "what
might appear from the public viewpoint as government waste and inef-
ficiency might in reality be gain and profit for private interests." (De
Dios et al. 1984, p. 62.) This reality conforms to the ideal versions of
neither socialism nor capitalism.
Administrative power in the Philippines was exercis_ by a coali-
tion of two groups known in the country as "cronies" and "technocrats."
The economists explained: "Most major economic decisions were formu-
lated and approved by a rather small circle of people - consisting of so-
called technocrats as well as political and business allies - gathered around
a powerful chief executive" (De Dios et al. p. 59). Notwithstanding
conflicts among them, the technocrats and cronies shared a common
belief in the virtues of the authoritarian state. 3°
Is there an irony in the support extended by foreign official and
private lenders to this state apparatus? Not, if one superimposes upon
the traditional dichotomy between capitalism and socialism another
equally overarching one: that between technocracy, in which power is
concentrated at the "top" in the hands of self-proclaimed leaders and
experts, and democracy, in which power resides in the hands of the
citizenry. The Philippines from 1962 to 1986, and particularly after the
declaration of martial law, pursued a technocratic development strategy,
in which the aggrandizement of state power was legitimated by an
ideology of disinterested expertise. That in reality private interests
enriched themselves behind this official veneer is, sadly, not an experi-
ence unique to the Philippines.
30. Onthe alliancebetweenMarcosandthe technocratsagainstnationalists,see
Stauffer(1979,pp. 189-91). Referringto theconflictsbetweentechnocratsand "theso-
calledcronybusinessempires,"Bowringand Sacerdoti(1983,p. 63) observe:
Foreignbanks'willingnessto lendto DBP(DevelopmentBankof the Philip-
pines)'for on-lendingand to lend to public-sectoroperationswithoutmuch
regardfor projectviability,meantthat resourcestendedto bedistributedby
referenceto politicalinfluence.Technocratsmay havedeploredthe results,
buttheirpreferencefor largecentralisedinstitutionsprobablyexacerbatedthe
problem.
On tensionsbetweencroniesandtechnocrats,seealsoBelleet al. (1982,Ch. 7)_
6Conclusions
The Philippines, like many Asian, African, and Latin American
countries, accumulated a massive external debt in recent decades. Until
1983 the country received positive net transfers: Inflows of new money
exceeded amortization and interest payments on past debt. Since then,
however, the net transfer has turned negative, forcing the country to live
"below its means" in order to service the accumulated debt.
Debt for Development?
The extent to which the majority of Filipinos benefitted from the
country's foreign borrowing is open to serious question. During the era
of positive net transfers, the borrowing helped to finance a persistent
current account deficit, but interest payments on the debt itself were an
important component of the deficit, and luxury impo_-ts absorbed part of
the remainder. The borrowing financed some investment, but much of
it was so inefficient that the short-run impact on output growth appears
to have been negative. Foreign borrowing also financed large-scale capital
flight, and by 1986 the cumulative stock of externally held assets was
equivalent to 70 percent of the country's outstanding external debt. The
borrowing also helped sustain the political regime which presided over
this state of affairs.
Although national income per capita rose during the stage of posi-
tive net transfers, the real incomes of millions of Filipinos declined. The
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Philippines experienced growth with impoverishment. 1 Real wages for
agricultural workers in the country's principal food grain crops, rice and
corn, fell to 65 percent of their 1962 level by 1980. 2 Urban wages for
unskilled labor fell even more sharply to 50 percent of their 1962 level2
The proportion of Philippine households living in poverty rose from an
estimated 41 percent in 1965 to 59 percent in 19857
At the same time, the real incomes of wealthy Filipinos rose. Much
of this increased wealth flowed abroad, either to escape the political and
economic climate engendered by the Marcos regime or, in the case of
crony capital, to ensure a pleasant retirement should the climate change.
While the benefits of the positive net transfer proved illusory for
many Filipinos, the costs of the negative net transfer have been all too
apparent.
In the first three years of the Aquino administration, the net trans-
fer from the Philippines - that is, payments of debt service in excess of
new lending - amounted to US$4.7 billion. By 1988 the net transfer had
risen to US$2 billion, equivalent to six percent of the country's gross
national product (WB 1990, p. 310). This required what are euphemis-
tically termed "adjustments." Domestic consumption and investment
had to be curtailed to free resources for debt service. The payments were
not sufficient to make a dent in the total principal owed; on the contrary,
external debt outstanding crept upwards to US$29.4 billion by the end of
1988.
The negative net transfer can be expected to continue indefinitely,
unless temporary relief arrives in the form of a massive infusion of new
lending (implying in turn still larger debt service obligations in the fu-
ture) or a more permanent solution is achieved by means of an alterna-
tive debt management strategy.
Policy Alternatives
Four policy options for the era of negative net transfers are consid-
ered below: (1) dutiful debt service; (2) debt buy-backs; (3) selective
disengagement; and (4) outright default.
Option # 1: Dutiful debt service
The policy option most popular among debtor governments (if not
their citizens) in the 1980s was dutiful debt service. To be sure, most
1. For details,see Boyce(forthcoming).
2_ Calculatedfromdata furnishedby the Bureauof AgriculturalEconomics.
3. CalculatedfromCB data.This data serieswas discontinuedby orderof Presi-
dent Marcosin 1980(WB 1985,p. 64), a stepattributedby Landeand Hooley(1986,p.
1089)to the embarrassmentthe data causedthe Marcosgovernment.
4. Estimatefor 1965fromTanandHolazo(1979,pp.473-4);estimatefor 1985from
NEDATechnicalWorkingGroupon Poverty(1988,Table3).
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governments failed to meet the repayment schedules set forth in the
original loan documents. They negotiated with their creditors to re_
schedule debt payments, and some who failed to make scheduled pay-
ments on time slipped into the Vast intermediate terrain between zero
and total default. By and large, however, the debtor country govern-
ments have accepted the obligation to eventually repay their debts with
interest, and they have demonstrated their willingness to extract remarka-
bly large negative net transfers from their populations in order to do so.
The Philippines has not been an exception, notwithstanding the
historic rupture between the government which accumulated the debt
and that from which repayment is now demanded. In her September
1986 address to a joint session of the United States Congress, President
Corazon Aquino described the foreign debt as a form of "slavery" and
denounced "the previous government that stole this debt," but she
pledged to repay it "if only for honor."
Dutiful debt service is clearly desirable from the standpoint of the
creditors, but its attractions from the debtors' standpoint are less evident.
As inducements creditors have deployed the carrot of new money and
the stick of threatened reprisals.
The carrot is proffered in a recent World Bank country report on the
Philippines, for example, which holds forth the "restoration of credit-
worthiness" as a critical goal for the country's future, s Dutiful behavior
will surely be rewarded: One day the country can re-enter the enchanted
world of positive net transfers. This prospect does not seem imminent,
however. Private creditors are seeking to reduce their Third World
exposure, not to increase it, and official Creditors have limited funds and
other competing priorities. Moreover, borrowers may be less enamored
of the lure of "creditworthiness" in light of their recent experience of its
consequences.
Hence the importance of the stick. A month after the February
revolution, CB Governor jose Fernandez (1986, p. 1) warned of the risk
of "economic retaliation against the country" should it take unilateral
actions in defiance of its creditors. Trade credit lines could be withheld
"paralyzing foreign trade," and foreign assistance could be terminated.
In July 1986 Citibank President John Reed visited Manila to deliver the
same message. If the Philippines were to repudiate its debts, he warned in
an address to the American Chamber of Commerce and the Rotary Club-
of Manila, "it would produce immense suffering and difficulty for the
people" (Andrei 1986, p. 76).
The credibility of these threats is, however, open to serious doubt.
Brazil defied its commercial creditors for 18 months, beginning with the
5. WB (1989a,p. iii). The WB (1984,p_47) emphasizedthis prospectfrom the
outset of the Philippinedebt crisis: "One of the main objectivesof the Government's
adjustmenteffortswill haveto be to improvethe country'screditworthiness."
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unilateral suspension of debt service announced in February 1987. Its
defiance provoked much posturing by the banks, but little genuine retali-
ation. 6 The holders of paper assets proved to be paper tigers. Similarly,
the well-publicized but less drastic debt service ceiling imposed by
Peruvian President Alan Garcia did not bring grievous penalties; the
Garcia government's heterodox economic program ultimately failed de-
Spite the debt policy, not because of it.7 More quietly, Bolivia halted most
debt service payments in 1984, and three years later won the very favor-
able debt buy-back deal described below.
The credibility of creditor threats was carefully dissected by London
Financial Times correspondent Anatole Kaletsky in his slim book The Costs
of Default, published in 1985. Kaletsky's central conclusion is that debtor
countries have relatively little to fear from their private creditors. A
more serious concern is the reaction of tile governments of creditor
countries to alternative debtor government policies, s Kaletsky argues
persuasively that creditor country governments are unlikely to impose
punitive sanctions against debtor governments which adopt a policy of
"conciliatory default."
Indeed, there are important interests within creditor countries who
stand to gain from the reduction or elimination of the negative net trans-
fer from debtor countries. These include the management, shareholders,
and workers of firms which have seen their export markets wither as
indebted countries slash imports to meet debt service obligations; farm-
ers whose export markets have met the same fate; and producers of
goods for domestic markets who face stiff competition from countries
obliged to run large trade surpluses to service their debts. To date, Third
World debt policy in creditor countries, notably the US, has favored
financial interests over industrial and farm interests, but the political
equilibrium on this issue is not necessarily stable. 9
6. Short-termcreditlines(tradecreditsandinter-bankdeposits)slippedfromUS$15
billionattheoutsetof themoratoriumto US$13.5billionneartheend. Inaddition,interest
ratespreadsonthesecreditsmayhaverisensomewhatabovetheirpre-moratoriumlevel.
Thesecostspalewhencomparedto the benefitof US$6 billionperyearin suspended
interestpaymentsalone.
7, Gdffith-Jones(1988,p.360)observes:"ThePeruvianexperiencehasshownthat
aftertwoyearsof unilateralactionnolegalresponsehascomefromthe creditorbanksto
confiscateassetsor otherdrasticmeasures;the only'cost'.of the unilateralaction,as
regardscreditorbanks,hasbeentheircurtailmentof short-termcreditlines."
8. Theterms"creditorcountry"and=debtorcountry"hererefertothebilateralrela-
tionshipbetweena borrowergovernmentanditsprivateandofficialexternalcreditors.The
US forexample,is a "creditorcountry"vis-a-visthePhilippinesdespitebeingtheworld's
largestdebtorcountry.
9. Fora viewfromGeneralMotorsCorporation,seeWhitman(1987)_Berg(1988)
presentsanempiricalanalysisindicatingthat11percentof theUStradedeficitin1985was
attributabletodebt-relatedausteritymeasuresinfivemajorThirdWorldcountries,including
the Philippines,andthatthesecauseda0.5 percentdecreaseinUS GNP.Foradiscussion
of the so-calledBradleyPlan,a debtinitiativesponsoredbya US Senatorepresentinga
heavilyindustrialstate,seeDornbusch(1986)_
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Option # 2: Debt buy-backs
The widely held belief that much Third World debt will never be
repaid, however long it lingers in the purgatory of rescheduling, drives
a wedge between the face value of the debt and its real value. The
emergence of a secondary market in which Third World debt is traded
at a discount provides a market-based assessment of the latter. In recent
years a variety of debt-management mechanisms have been fashioned to
trade on the difference between the two.
Debt-equity swaps are one such mechanism, but they have a number
of drawbacks from the debtor country's standpoint. Something real must
be exchanged for the debt such as ownership rights in domestic enter-
prises. This transfer often generates fears of some loss of national eco-
nomic sovereignty. This loss may not be more onerous than that arising
from indebtedness, but it is more visible and hence politically suspect.
In addition, the country sacrifices part of the resources and foreign
exchange which would have entered as direct foreign investment any-
way in the absence of the swaps. And if domestic currency is printed to
finance swaps on a large scale, it can fuel inflation.
Direct debt buy-backs on the secondary market avoid these short-
comings. If debt is trading at 36 cents on the dollar, for example - as was
Philippine debt in March 1989 - then a dollar devoted to repurchase of
debt would clearly reduce future obligations more than a dollar devoted
to debt service. The creditor banks have attempted to block such buy-
backs for obvious "moral-hazard" reasons. If countries can buy their
own debt at a discount, they have an incentive to withhold debt service
so as to drive down its value. For this reason, clauses are inserted into
rescheduling agreements prohibiting debt repurchases and requiring pro
rata sharing of any debt payments among all the creditor banks.
This curious arrangement - whereby one party is excluded from
participating in an otherwise open market - invites creative responses.
One possibility is for debtor countries to buy each other's debt on the
secondary market and then swap it. 1° But even direct buy-backs are
possible, as the Bolivian government demonstrated in 1987-88 when it
repurchased roughly half of its commercial bank debt at an average price
of 11 cents on the dollar. Sixty of the country's 130 creditor banks accepted
the terms of the buy-back, including the Bank of America, which chaired
Bolivia's bank advisory committee. 1_
The banks sought to depict the Bolivian buy-back as a one-time-
10.In May1.990BrazilandBoliviaagreedthat Boliviawouldbuy Braziliandebtwith
US$300millionfacevalueon the secondarymarket(at 25.5 to 27.5 centson the dollar)
to exchangefor Boliviandebt held by Brazil(Truell1990).
11.Fordetails,seeWhitelaw(1987),Truell(1988),Sachs(1988),and 'BoliviaBuys
Back$334Millionof Debt', The WallStreetJournal,August 11, 1988.
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only special deal, but in retrospect it looks more like a precedent. In
1989, reports The Economist of London, Third World countries quietly
repurchased some US$30 billion of their foreign debt in secondary mar-
kets. 12
Option # 3: Selective disengagement
A third option is selective disengagement: a decision to honor
some debts, but to repudiate others. The primary political and legal
basis for selectivity lies in the uses to which the loans in question were
put.
As documented in preceding chapters, upper-class Filipinos accu-
mulated large-scale private external assets in the same decades in which
the country accumulated its public external debt. Econometric as well as
anecdotal evidence indicates that the two phenomena in many cases were
cauSally linked through a financial revolving door. As Diaz-Alejandro
(1984, p. 379) observed in Latin America, "this situation reduces the
political legitimacy of efforts to service the external debt." It also raises
the possibility of legal challenges to continued debt service.
Debtor country governments and their citizens might well ask why
they should bear the cost of repayment of debts not of their making,
from which they derived no benefit. Rather than continue to service the
entire debt, debtor countries might instruct the creditors to seek repay-
ment from the owners of the private external assets which are the real
counterpart of a substantial component of the public external debt.
The compulsory mobilization of foreign private assets for debt
service has been proposed by Felix (1985), who argues that creditor banks
and governments might collaborate in this unorthodox endeavor so as to
collateralize otherwise uncollectible debts. Pastor (1990) notes the prac-
tical problems of implementing such a plan: the identification of assets;
the banks' reluctance to damage relations with private clients; and the
political resistance from holders of foreign assets. In addition, unless
such a plan were implemented on a world-wide scale, it could be evaded
by shifting assets to safe-haven countries.
Debtor nations could, however, capitalize on the debt-flight con-
nection in another way. Rather than seeking to recapture the flown
capital, either by luring it home (which, as Pastor notes, amounts to
ceding veto power over national economic policy to wealthy elites) or by
impounding it abroad, governments could tell their creditors: "Resources
permitting, we will scrupulously repay all loans or portions thereof which
were used for bona fide investment or consumption in our country.
However, until such time as you furnish proof of such use, we shall
assume no obligation to repay."
12. "Brady'sBazaar,"TheEconomist, May 12, 1990,p. 77.
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Such a move could claim a legal basis in the "doctrine of odious
debt," which holds that:
An interest which a creditor possesses in a debt must, in order
to constitute an acquired right protected by international law,
be an interest in funds utilized for the needs and interests of
the State. Any debts contracted for other purposes is a debt
intrinsically "hostile to the interests of the territory"
(O'Connell 1967, p. 459).
The landmark application of this doctrine occurred nearly a century ago,
in 1898, when the US seized control of the Philippines and Cuba in the
Spanish-American War. At issue was the Cuban external debt accumu-
lated under Spanish rule. At the Paris peace conference, the US authori-
ties contended that this debt had not been incurred for the benefit of the
Cuban people, that it had been contracted without their consent, that the
creditors must have appreciated that the purpose of the loans was to
finance "the continuous effort to put down a people struggling for free-
dom from the Spanish rule," and-that "the creditors, from the beginning,
took the chances of the investment. "1_
The legal circumstances under which the doctrine of odious debt
can be applied are far from unambiguous. In particular, there is consid-
erable room for different interpretations as to whether and to what extent
its application requires proof that the creditor was aware of the ultimate
use of the loan proceeds. 14 "On this topic politics assume dominance
over legal analysis," O'Connell (1967, p. 460) concludes, "and for this
reason the only exact test of whether or not a debt is odious is the extent
to which it is unbeneficial to the population of the territory it burdens."
The debts foisted upon the Philippine government via debt-fueled
capital flight and flight-fueled external borrowing were unquestionably
"unbeneficial to the population." The same argument could be advanced
regarding some debts incurred for other purposes, for example, the
construction of the Bataan nuclear power plant. Hence there is consid-
erable scope for legal and political challenges to the legitimacy of a
significant fraction of the country's external debt.
13. Quotedin O'Connell(1967,pp. 459-60)and Hoeflich(1982,pp. 53-55).
14. O'Connell(1967,p. 459) statesthat this is a "dangerous"doctrine,whichif not
limited_tendsto be expandedas Statesseek a pretextfor avoidingobligationswhich
otherwisewouldbeimposeduponthem",andnotesthat onelegalauthoritysuggeststhat
to justify its invocationa successorstate"shouldbe requiredto prove,first, that the debt
wascontraryto the interestsof the populationof all or part of the absorbedterritoryand,
secondly,that the creditorswereawareof this. Oncethesetwothingshave beenproved.
. _the onus is uponthe creditorsto showthat the fundshavein fact beenutilizedfor the
benefitof the territory."Citingthe sameauthority,however,Frankenbergand Knieper(1984,p. 434)arguethat the burdenof proofshouldfall uponthe creditor:"[T]hecreditor
(or supplier)wouldfirst haveto showevidencethat the credit(or supply)wasusedorwas
supposedto be used in the debtorcountry'snational(developmental)interest."
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Option # 4: Outright default
A final option is outright default. In its most naked form, this
means informing creditors that debts will not be repaid. The attraction
of such a policy is that it would immediately halt the hemorrhage of
national income and foreign exchange in the negative net transfer. The
drawback is the possibility of retaliation, not so much from private
commercial creditors as from their governments.
Kaletsky (1985, p. 45) points out the important differences between
such naked repudiation and more conciliatory forms of default, in which
the country ceases or curtails debt payments without announcing that it
never intends to repay:
A conciliatory default would be like a slow leak in the banks'
balance sheets; it could be patched up with profit retentions
and reserve additions for long enough to keep the banking
system afloat. A repudiation, by contrast, would be like an
explosion below decks: it would blow a hole right through
the center of the banks' capital structure.
In terms of minimizing the likelihood of retaliation, the former is the
more prudent course of action.
There is also room here for selectivity. Although the net transfer
has turned negative in the aggregate, some individual (official) creditors
continue to provide new money in excess of the interest and amortiza-
tion payments they receive. In other respects as well, the retaliatory
capabilities of some official creditors exceed those of private commercial
banks. Hence a country may choose to default upon only the private
subset of its total external debt.
There is ample historical precedent for one or another variant of the
default option. "For at least five hundred years," Kaletsky remarks,
"governments and nations have regularly defaulted on their foreign
debts. "_5 Yet it has not been exercised in the current international debt
crisis. A number of reasons for this have been advanced. MacEwan
(1990, pp. 113-5) cites the availability of rescheduling alternatives, the
benefits which ruling elites derive from the imposition of austerity
measures upon the working classes (while themselves evading the con-
sequences by holding foreign assets), and the integration of these elites
as "junior partners" in the international economic power structure.
Magee and Brock (1986, p. 190) argue that ruling elites accede to
creditor demands in order to safeguard their own external assets, and
that this helps to explain the banks' collaboration in capital flight:
15. Kaletsky(1985,p. 1).For reviewsof historicaldefaultexperiences,see Fishlow
(1985),EichengreenandPortes(1986),and Felix (1987).
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The strategy of all banks is not to lend to projects that have
the highest expected return, but to individuals or groups with
the greatest likelihood of repaying. This practice encourages
redistributive loans to "flight capitalists" rather than to LDC
[less developed country] capital development: collateral
outside of the LDC is safer than capital inside it.
Magee and Brock (p. 186) maintain that even though private _xternal
assets cannot be seized by the banks in the event of a public sector
default, they can be "tied up legally so that their owners cannot use
them." The validity of this claim is rather doubtful, however. 16
More plausibly, Sachs (1988, p. 710), like Kaletsky, emphasizes "fear
of a foreign policy rupture with the United States." This again brings
politics - within the debtor and creditor countries and between them - to
center stage. The Reagan administration's debt policy, Sachs remarks,
was built around the single goal of preventing write-downs which "might
threaten the survival of the current management of even one or two of
the most heavily exposed banks." Other conceptions of the US national
interest are readily conceivable, however, as evidenced by the earlier
example of President Franklin D. Roosevelt who in 1943 not only ac-
cepted a Bolivian default, but also apologized to the President of Bolivia
for "some Americans [who] sold to the Bolivian government through
supersalesmanship the idea that it needed a loan. "17
Who Should Forgive Whom?
The case for a tougher debt strategy, including selective repudia-
tion of debts in which "the creditor was negligent or was not acting in
good faith when the loan was granted," was considered in the "Yellow
Paper" prepared by a team of leading Filipino economists immediately
after the February revolution (Alburo et al. 1986, pp. 46-9). Concerning
the possibility of reprisals, such as a cut-off of trade credits, in response
to such a strategy, they noted that "public opinion, both local and global,
may be the critical determinant," and may provide "the best deterrent
against lethal retaliation."
The analysis of the Philippine external debt presented above sug-
gests that a compelling case for disengagement could be put before the
court of world opinion.
In a lawsuit filed against ex-president Marcos in US District Court
in California, the Aquino government's Presidential Commission on Good
16. As anexampletheauthorscite thefreezingof Iranianassetsbythe US in 1979.
But this exceptionalactionappliedonly to Iraniangovernment assets,net to the private
assetsof Iraniannationals(fordetails,see Gwetzman1979).
17. Citedby Kaletsky(1985,p. 90),quotingan accountwhichappearedin TheNew
YorkTimeson May8, 1943.
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Government characterizes the former government under Marcos as a
"RICO [Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations] enterprise" as
defined in the US criminal code. _ If this is a tenable characterization of
the Marcos regime, then it is reasonable to ask whether the repayment of
loans contracted or guaranteed by that regime should now be the re-
sponsibility of the Filipino people.
It is not a question of debt "forgiveness," but of the legitimacy of
the debt itself. Indeed, those Filipinos who saw their real incomes decline
in the years of debt-driven growth and their aftermath may well ask who
should forgive whom.
Selective disengagement is, by its very nature, a flexible debt-
management strategy which does not exclude dutiful debt service in
some cases, debt buy-backs in others, or outright default as a last resort.
An advantage of selective disengagement over other options is that it
focuses political and public attention upon the uses to which loans were
put, and thereby fosters a broader awareness of the pitfalls of a debt-for-
development strategy. If this awareness enables the country to resist the
temptations of a positive net transfer atsome future date when the present
crisis has passed, then the debt tragedy will have had at least one re-
deeming feature.
- 1-8.TheRepublicof thePhilippinesvs. FerdinandE. Marcoset al_, CaseNo. CIV
86-3859, filed beforethe US DistrictCourt,CentralDistrictof California,June 16, 1986,
p. 13.
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